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XII. Fighting Against Fusion (1974-1990) 
 

For a few years, it seemed as if the whole jazz world had gone fusion-crazy, at least 
those who wished a large commercial success. Brothers Randy and Michael Brecker, Chick 
Corea, Herbie Hancock and George Benson were only a few of the many musicians who 
dipped a toe—or a whole foot—into its murky waters. Even Ornette Coleman, with his new 
band Prime Time, gave us his version of fusion with the album Dancing in Your Head. In the 
early 1980s George Russell gave us his funk-fusion take on The African Game, and even 
Mingus, one of the music’s greatest foes, was pushed into something close to fusion when his 
label at the time (Atlantic) forced a couple of electric guitarists on him in the album Three or 
Four Shades of Blue. When Mingus heard the final mix on this album, he called up Atlantic’s 
Nesuhi Ertegun and gave him hell for issuing such a “crappy” record, but the incredibly high 
sales figures for that LP—the best selling of Mingus’ entire career—mollified him, especially 
when he learned that the funds raised by this album gave him the opportunity to record one of 
his greatest masterpieces, the Cumbia & Jazz Fusion album, which sold hardly at all. 

And, of course, this was always the argument the record companies used when coerc-
ing musicians into fusion. It sold. Very well. And in doing so, it sometimes—depending on 
the artistic proclivities of the label’s owner—gave them the opportunity to record better music 
that didn’t sell as much. As we shall see, this left some of the music’s most creative minds out 
of the loop in regards to record sales. One such that I can recall quite distinctly was pianist-
bandleader-composer Toshiko Akiyoshi, who formed her now-legendary big band with hus-
band Lew Tabackin in the early 1970s. Possibly due to Tabackin’s connections in Hollywood 
(he was a member of the Tonight Show band at the time), Akiyoshi was lucky enough to be 
signed by RCA Victor, still one of the most prestigious labels of the day, but RCA’s promo-
tion of the Akiyoshi-Tabackin Big Band was sporadic and lacked commitment. Her albums 
were rarely stocked in such chain stores as Sam Goody’s, Cocoanuts or Record Theatre with 
any regularity. Some of her albums, particularly the ones issued only on Japanese Victor, 
never made it to the record bins at all, and others were stocked in such low quantities that 
when the store ran out of them they rarely bothered to re-stock the shelves. Thus you almost 
had to shop at several different stores in order to locate the latest Akiyoshi-Tabackin album, 
and since RCA didn’t list her full catalog on the back of each new release some fans didn’t 
have the full set and, worse yet, weren’t aware that they lacked some albums. Small wonder 
that once her RCA contract ran out in the late 1970s, Toshiko and Lew started their own label, 
Jazz America Marketing or JAM. Almost immediately, Akiyoshi-Tabackin releases became 
easily available in nearly every record outlet of their time and in much greater quantities.  

I bring this specific story up in this book not only because I was one of Akiyoshi’s 
greatest admirers (and still am), but because it clearly illustrates the broadening gap between 
artistic value and marketing. The 1970s were rather brutal ones for the record industry for a 
number of reasons, and the advent of fusion was only one reason. There was also the “oil 
shortage” of the early 1970s, during which time even such big labels as Columbia and RCA 
were turning out vastly inferior pressings that sounded like sandpaper (RCA) or had multiple 
pressing defects such as distortion in the grooves and built-in vinyl “bubbles” that created 
pops and occasional skips (Columbia). Ironically, at about this same time the Beatles switched 
from EMI to their own label, Apple, and although corruption from within the company led to 
its demise, the irony was that Apple’s own pressings were on virgin vinyl and vastly superior 
to EMI’s own product of the same period. 

Yet there were a large number of factors, both commercial and artistic, that led to the 
demise of both jazz and classical record sales during the 1970s. Eventually the classical mar-
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ket made a slow but strong comeback thanks to the introduction of digital recording and, 
eventually, CDs, but jazz fans were of a somewhat different breed, and during the “fusion 
era” their loyalties were often split right down the middle with acoustic or mostly acoustic 
jazz on the one hand and everything else on the other. 

And yet there were a fairly large number of artists, some of them survivors of an ear-
lier generation who were still active and some of them younger musicians, who fought the 
good fight and meant to produce quality music without regard to commercial sales figures. 
Even though I’m still angry at RCA for what they did to Toshiko Akiyoshi, I give them points 
for at least signing and recording her during what turned out to be one of her most important 
and fertile periods. The same can be said for Atlantic and Mingus. On the other hand, many 
artists who recorded during this period for such labels as Concord Jazz stuck to a style of the 
music that was already passé. Concord became the home of such famous jazz musicians of 
previous generations as Count Basie, Mel Tormé, George Shearing, Dave Brubeck, Charlie 
Byrd, Rosemary Clooney, Buddy DeFranco and Ray Brown, and they also gave heavy 
promotion to a young tenor saxist named Scott Hamilton who played in the style of Coleman 
Hawkins and Ben Webster. This kind of emphasis on older forms of jazz, albeit some of good 
quality, tended to turn off critics who were always looking for something new and fresh, but 
as we begin this chapter we start with two such musicians who still had something innovative 
and interesting left to say.  

Ironically, at a time when the jazz world was splintering apart, college musicians were 
being schooled at a much higher level, and with greater proficiency, than at any time in the 
past. At least part of this was due to the accelerated pace, and breadth, of Stan Kenton’s Band 
Clinics. By 1967, he was sponsoring two such clinics per year, moving himself and his band 
from one venue to another, encouraging the musicians in his orchestra to mingle with the stu-
dents and give them tips on their playing. By the 1970s, the list of guest faculty members had 
expanded to include Henry Mancini, Shelly Manne, Pete Rugolo, Bill Holman, Bill Perkins, 
Bud Shank, Hank Levy, Ken Hanna, Lou Marini, Tom Ferguson and Dan Haerle, but the 
band clinics weren’t the only means of teaching jazz to university students. Many colleges 
had, by that time, added a jazz curriculum of one sort or another, and several of them added 
performance classes. George Russell, sponsored by Gunther Schuller, even got to teach his 
Lydian Chromatic Concept at the New England Conservatory of Music. Although decades of 
learning the Lydian Concept and trying to apply it to performance practice has left some mu-
sicians baffled and others to reject the theory and instead return to other harmonic principles, 
the fact of the matter remains that the Lydian Chromatic Concept—despite some built-in in-
consistencies1—is still one of the most significant and remarkable musical “shortcuts” to both 
improvised and written music in all of history. 

Things were good insofar as education and instrumental proficiency went, but there 
was one serious drawback to the university-taught system. By having budding young musi-
cians woodshed only among themselves and in front of their professors, they tended to make a 
formula out of improvisation. There was no longer any give-and-take in woodshedding or cut-
ting contests against established, more famous musicians, no way for the burgeoning student 
to measure his or her pace or growth as an artist against the best jazz minds. This was the way 
                                                
1 The most complete list of these inconsistencies, some of which I agree with and some of which I don’t, were 
presented online by Jeff Brent at http://www.jeff-brent.com/Lessons/LCC/LCCdiscrepancies.html. Please note 
that some of Brent’s corrections and “solutions” to the LCC are more confusing than the method itself. The bot-
tom line is that the Lydian Chromatic Concept at its most basic is still an extremely powerful tool for any impro-
viser and should be at least one alternative avenue for the composer as well. There are built-in inconsistencies to 
Schillinger’s method, too, yet that is also a powerful tool for composers, arrangers and improvisers. 
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jazz had evolved throughout its history up to that point, but removing the musician from the 
“field” meant putting him in a hothouse situation. Charles Mingus noticed this when he 
formed a band in 1972 to play at Carnegie Hall; he was thrilled with the youngsters’ ability to 
read even the most complex chart with ease, something that he sometimes had trouble getting 
out of the older musicians he had previously worked with, but less than thrilled by their in-
ability or unwillingness to push the envelope, to take the kind of risks he felt were so impor-
tant to jazz. As bop trumpeter Red Rodney said, years later, to another young lion, “I have 
good news and bad news for you. The good news is, you have a wonderful technique. The bad 
news is, you have a wonderful technique.” 

 And now, let us examine some of the more interesting musicians and their work dur-
ing this period. 

 
Keith Jarrett 
Pianist-composer Keith Jarrett (1945 - ), burn in Allentown, Pennsylvania of com-

bined Austrian-Hungarian-French descent, is one of the most popular of all jazz-classical 
crossover artists. He possesses absolute pitch, a beautiful touch on the piano, and an excellent 
ear for sonorities and harmony, all of which has served him well throughout his career. He is 
undoubtedly the most famous of all those jazz artists who have played Bach “straight” on a 
keyboard instrument, and his recordings sell exceptionally well. Yet to my ears, Jarrett’s work 
almost always tends towards the Romantic and relaxed. He, along with Chick Corea whose 
“Return to Forever” acoustic band (not to be confused with its later, electric version) set the 
table for soft, ambient, and New Age jazz to come, has made jazz so relaxing that it is almost 
a soporific to listeners. 

That being said, his 20-minute composition Metamorphosis, which led off his 1973 
double album In the Light, is one of the most arresting of all such works. Scored for strings 
and woodwinds, it has a subtle jazz feel about it despite being completely written out and be-
ing rhythmic only in a subtle way. Some of the figures in the piece, i.e. the string playing at 
1:45 in which the cellos in the right channel play figures against the violins in the left, have 
the same kind of forward “nudge” that Jarrett’s jazz work possesses. Also, although this piece 
is essentially tonal, it explores harmony in the sort of round-robin way that Nicholas Slonim-
sky’s etude book, John Coltrane’s “sheets of sound” and Ornette Coleman’s classical fusion 
works do. Interestingly, despite its classical garb, Metamorphosis does not develop very much 
until the halfway point; up till then it juxtaposes related themes with counterpoint; but the lat-
ter portion of the music, with its insistent rhythms, is fascinating. Another interesting compo-
sition, clearly inspired by his love of and understanding of Bach, is the Fughata for Harpsi-
chord—oddly enough, played on the piano. Here Jarrett proves, if one doubted his credentials, 
that his grasp of classical form is exemplary. Again, it is not a jazz-classical piece, and thus 
we should not pursue this avenue of expression too far. Clare Fischer, as we shall see, also 
wrote a good number of classical works just as good if not better than Jarrett’s for various so-
loists and orchestras, but as soon as the work becomes purely classical—even if it is written 
by a jazz musician—it falls outside the purview of this study. 

 
Stan Kenton 
Anyone who had stuck with Kenton through the decades—and by the mid-1970s, they 

were definitely a minority—knew that the legendary bandleader had not stood still in his mu-
sical thinking. Indeed, as I said in the previous chapter, it is almost ironic that in a certain 
sense it was Kenton who, like Mingus, continued to grow within the true jazz idiom and con-
tinued to explore new avenues of expression. This is, of course, contrary to the conventional 
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view of Kenton by most jazz critics that he had become a reactionary because he rejected 
free-form jazz as much as he rejected fusion. The real problem was that, for all his incredible 
energy and imagination, Kenton himself was not the only or even the primary artistic spark-
plug of his band. Even from the mid-1940s onward, he had not only allowed and encouraged 
the work of other musical minds but even allowed their aesthetic to dominate his band’s iden-
tity. I really believe that in the big picture of things, Kenton always saw himself not as an in-
novator in and of himself but as one who encouraged and promoted jazz-classical fusion that 
he himself believed in and didn’t see others pursuing. In other words, he greatly admired the 
contemporary work of such rivals as Ellington, Sauter, Gil Evans, Russell and Mingus, but 
also saw a need to promote musical minds who would otherwise have stayed in commercial 
venues such as ads, movies and television. In Kenton’s view, a great musical mind was a ter-
rible thing to waste, and in the 1970s he adopted Hank Levy as his new musical “son.” 

Levy responded with several charts which have not only become classics in big jazz 
band literature but to a certain extent superceded the remarkable work he had done for Don 
Ellis, in part because—though he stuck to unusual time signatures—his new music was not 
quite as difficult to play. This doesn’t mean that Kenton asked or forced Levy to simplify 
things; rather, he allowed him to follow his own path, as he normally did, but merely asked 
him to adapt his aesthetic to the specific musicians in his band. This was almost always 
Kenton’s method of working. He very seldom presented new scores that didn’t “fit” the styles 
of the musicians playing them: one of the exceptions was the Neophonic Orchestra, which 
was really a fixed ensemble of virtuosos and not one of his touring bands.  

Among the scores that Levy responded with were three very fine ones: Decoupage, 
Time for a Change, and Journey Into Capricorn. Each has become a classic of jazz band rep-
ertoire over the decades, which attests to the remarkable creativity and attractiveness of 
Levy’s writing. Utilizing, as usual, a bright sonority leaning on the brass (as he had in the 
Ellis band), Levy created remarkable soundscapes within that basic framework. Decoupage, 
for instance, is written in 5/4 with the relatively “easy” subdivision of beats into 3 + 2, begin-
ning with the trombone choir holding long tied notes on a D for two bars, then moving around 
on C-B�-C while the bass trombone plays counterpoint. A new figure played by five trumpets 
enters at bar nine, with the five saxes (two altos, two tenors and baritone) and four of the five 
trombones playing a counter-rhythm against them. It is this sort of “moving polyphony” 
within the score that makes it classically balanced and adds interest despite what seems like a 
relatively simple melody. An alto sax solo enters, at first only above the rhythm section but 
then over the moving chords of the brasses and, then, the reeds with them. The “break” before 
the trumpet solo is actually a development of the initial theme, which is then explored solois-
tically by the trumpet. An a cappella trombone section in the initial slower tempo comes in, 
after which the reeds up the tempo, but then the music returns to the trombones, then the 
whole band falls in with them before a return to the opening of the piece as a finale. It is a 
beautifully balanced piece of music, one of Levy’s most attractive creations. 

Time for a Change, with its 9/4 beat and Latin feel, is often considered to be one of 
Levy’s greatest accomplishments. I concur. The initial theme, played low in the trumpets’ 
range with bass underpinning, sounds neither Latin nor in 9/4; in fact, the ear initially hears it 
as being in 4/4, although by the 12th bar both the Latin rhythm and the strong 9/4 feel both 
kick in. Yet the change sounds wholly organic and natural, and once again the deceptive sim-
plicity of the theme serves to hide the tremendous creativity that went into the score. Levy 
“builds” Time for a Change via stronger stress beats and gradually increasing volume, yet that 
volume never becomes overwhelming as it sometimes did in Kenton charts. The tension is 
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broken somewhat by a wonderful tenor sax solo at the 2:29 mark, below which the theme is 
played in the second chorus where both soloist and ensemble become more active. When the 
brass section takes back over again at the 3:22 mark, it is a variant on the theme, and interest-
ingly enough, the tenor sax then plays a variant on his earlier solo. It is exactly this kind of 
continued development and interaction of soloists and ensemble that make Levy’s music so 
interesting and keep the listener coming back for more. 

On his 1976 album Journey Into Capricorn, Kenton combined the music of Levy with 
other composers, and one of them was Armando “Chick” Corea (1941 - ), one of jazz’s most 
exciting and original composer-arrangers. Although much of his music likes outside the sur-
vey of this book, it is excellent jazz. Corea formed a band called Return to Forever in 1972 
that included his own electric piano, Joe Farrell on saxophone and flute, Stanley Clarke on 
bass and Airto Moreira on drums and percussion (with occasional vocals by Moreira’s wife, 
Flora Purim). The music they played was simply extraordinary, a mixture of simplicity with 
complexity, pop themes with Latin and jazz rhythms, but by 1975 the band had “gone elec-
tric” and thus sounded like many other fusion groups of the time. Corea was now playing syn-
thesizers and clavinet, Clarke added his skills on the Yamaha electric organ, and Al Di Meola 
played electric guitar. But one of the selections on his album No Mystery was his two-part 
Celebration Suite, and Kenton liked the music so much that he had his baritone saxist, Alan 
Yankee, make a big-band arrangement of it for his orchestra. That is the version they recorded 
on the Journey Into Capricorn album. 

Like Corea’s original version, this performance of the suite begins with a piano solo, 
only played by Kenton. After a pause, a long, slow bongo crescendo leads to the trumpet sec-
tion playing the opening fanfare with the reeds playing the alternating theme. The use of 
trumpets in this essentially Latin-rhythmed piece creates a nice backdrop for the development, 
which begins with the drums, then drums and bass, then a trombone solo with interjections by 
the other trombones which eventually becomes a trombone choir playing in syncopation 
above the beat. One of the more interesting features of Yankee’s arrangement is the use of the 
trumpets: when they enter, they are not relying strictly on a Latin beat but, rather, playing in a 
looser, more purely jazz style, and this in turns loosens up the whole band. An excellent tenor 
sax solo is then heard above slashing cymbals and bass, then the brass enters playing a rhyth-
mic counter-figure, followed by a Latin flourish from the trumpets in their high range. Even 
more remarkable, however, is the polyphonic passage that follows, which eventually comes to 
a strong climax at 6:12 after a wonderful passage in which the rhythm lays on the backbeats, 
thus almost reversing the pull of the pulse. 

A bass solo leads into the second part of the suite, in which the rhythm is slowly but 
surely relaxed. This second section is introduced via a flute playing above alto sax and clari-
net, the latter playing long notes in its low range. These three reeds then interact in an interest-
ing polyphonic passage, with the harmony also subtly shifting beneath; then a quirky passage 
for muted trumpets and winds, playing a rhythmic figure for several bars before the full trum-
pet section comes in playing half notes. Another pause, then Kenton’s piano, all alone, play-
ing a ruminative theme. In his second chorus, Kenton is joined by a bowed bass, then slashing 
drums introduce the uptempo final section. All in all, this is a superb example of a superior 
musical mind (Corea’s) creating music of interesting thematic and rhythmic diversity, then 
being given a more structured and fuller orchestration by another hand (Yankee’s).  

Levy’s Journey Into Capricorn is not often as celebrated as Time for a Change, but it, 
too, is a wonderfully varied score combining subtle touches and apparently simple thematic 
material with complex rhythms (another 5/4 piece). This music was also recorded (with sev-
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eral other of his scores) by Levy himself with the jazz band of Towson State College2, where 
he taught for several years, and the contrast of that recording with the Kenton version is re-
markable for the gentler sound of the Towson forces. (The same album also included Pegasus 
and Decoupage, both also on the Kenton album.) This was yet another Kenton Band Clinic 
session, and it shows in the tremendous ease and professional sound of the Towson Student 
Jazz Ensemble. Part of the softer contour of Levy’s performance comes from the use of an 
electric piano in place of Kenton’s acoustic one, but also a difference in microphone place-
ment that minimizes the aggressive sound of the bongos and trumpets, and recedes the trom-
bone line that follows this opening. In a certain way, the Levy recording is preferable because 
its opaque quality creates an excellent mood, whereas the Kenton recording is more aggres-
sive. Of course Kenton, like Arturo Toscanini, always prided himself on being able to have 
the listener hear every strand of a score being played in order to hear the thematic and har-
monic interrelationships, and this is certainly true of Journey Into Capricorn, but this particu-
lar score is, I feel, somewhat more dependent upon that opaque quality in order to give it a 
feeling of otherworldliness, and in addition the solos tend to be short and need to fit into the 
overall musical progression even more than Decoupage, so in that respect, too, the Levy re-
cording is better. Levy also takes a more relaxed tempo, which makes his performance 13 
seconds longer than Kenton’s, and this, too, helps in the overall impact of the piece. Note, for 
instance, how the more relaxed introductory section tends to “float,” while the louder section 
that follows (with an electric guitar solo in place of the saxophone in Kenton’s), though using 
an instrument that Kenton, like Mingus, abhorred in a jazz band, actually fits the surrounding 
material better.  

All things being equal, however, and considering the rather confusing state of jazz at 
the time their records were made, these late contributions by Levy and the Kenton orchestra—
as well as the Towson student forces—represent a fairly high standard of jazz composition 
and performance that would have been unthinkable just 20 years earlier. 

 
Earl Hines, once again 
Quite surprisingly, Hines was still active during this same period, creating even more 

substantial and complex variants on old themes (among his greatest achievements and entirely 
new reworking of Jelly Roll Morton’s The Pearls) than he had in the late 1960s. As Count 
Basie once famously said, “Earl can play for 90 years and never go out of date,” and this 
showed in his later performances. Completely rewriting each piece in terms of melody and 
harmony, breaking down each element to basics, pulling it apart and putting it back together 
again, then sometimes adding codas which were almost different compositions, Hines held 
listeners spellbound even in such old tunes as Can’t We Talk it Over, East of the Sun and In-
dian Summer. Discussing his new style, which sometimes threw in harmonic-rhythmic dis-
placements reminiscent of Thelonious Monk or complete chord revisions à la Tatum, Hines 
said, “Sometimes I think faster than I can play, and sometimes I play faster than I can think. 
That don’t get it! And my hands can’t keep up with what I’m thinking, so I get lost and laugh 
and try to catch up.” But it worked, and Hines always found a way to extricate himself from 
the musical mazes he created. In a piece like Can’t We Talk it Over, for instance, most of the 
first three and a half minutes are fairly straightforward in presentation, but after that, Hines 
begins taking apart the music and inserting new notes as well as new rhythms. By the five-
minute mark, he so deconstructs the piece that only a tenuous relationship to the original mel-

                                                
2 At the time the recording was made, this was still the name of this institution, but later that same year (1976) 
they changed their name to Towson University.  
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ody is apparent, and by the six-minute mark he is rolling his right hand down the keyboard in 
flagrant disregard for the original melody. The following choruses move so far away from it 
that only someone who heard him begin the piece might be able to recognize the original 
structure. 

One aspect of Hines’ solo playing that did not always please casual listeners was his 
almost staccato sense of phrasing. Almost never using the sustain pedal and having a prefer-
ence for pianos with a bright sound quality, the majority of Hines solos had a quality similar 
to that of playing on a gamelan or a steel drum, but ironically his musical deconstructions 
were more in tune with jazz of the 1960s and ‘70s than of jazz from the 1930s and ‘40s, 
which generally focused more on lyricism even when wildly inventive. It always surprised me 
that no classical composer would, or could, pick up on what Hines was doing musically and 
use some of his techniques in composing new pieces built around his style. In East of the Sun, 
which in its day was a sort of a swinging ballad (and recorded that way by Frank Sinatra with 
Tommy Dorsey’s band), Hines turns it into a relatively fast jazz tune, as usual respecting its 
melody in the first chorus but here almost immediately turning it on its ear by the second. Al-
though the melody makes its reappearance in later choruses, it doesn’t stick around for long, 
as Hines starts shifting beats and portions of beats within a bar. Although his sense of time 
and time reduction was different from Tatum’s, Hines could disorient the inattentive listener 
almost as easily as his idol. The principal difference was that he would lead your ear through 
the harmonic changes more easily; he seldom varied those within the course of a single bar, as 
Tatum did. Generally speaking, despite all his myriad permutations within a piece, Tatum was 
a lyrical player, Hines a dynamic and more rhythm-oriented. He was sometimes described by 
critics as “a machine that swings,” and that description was apt. You never forgot, with Hines, 
that the piano was a percussion instrument. That being said, Hines could often suggest a more 
fluid movement, and in his performance of Morton’s The Pearls he dispenses entirely with the 
first two strains—something Morton would certainly have complained about—to focus on his 
reworking of the third, march-like tune. And yet, what magic he makes of this! The steady 
“oom-pah” beat as played by Morton on his piano solo versions and by the tuba on the band 
recording is quickly dispensed with here, and despite the fact that this third strain is relatively 
simple and straightforward in its original form, the Baroque structures and arabesques that 
Hines creates with it will boggle your mind, particularly when he turns the walking bass into a 
running scalar commentary on what he is playing in the right hand. 

 
Sonny Rollins’ Autumn Nocturne 
As mentioned in an earlier chapter. Rollins eventually came to succeed (and, some 

would say, surpass) Coleman Hawkins in his exploration of a cappella tenor saxophone 
pieces. For Rollins, as for Hawk, this was more than just a harmonic exploration of the basic 
material: he added countermelodies, counterpoint, contrasting rhythms and all sorts of devices 
to enrich and enhance the basic structure. In some cases, critics felt that Rollins went too far, 
improvising for up to a half hour as he walked around the stage (and sometimes jumping off it 
to play at audience level…once even breaking his heel in doing so!), but in many cases the 
results were brilliant. 

His 1978 performance of Josef Myrow’s pop classic Autumn Nocturne is justly praised 
as one of his finest achievements. Pulling together an astonishingly wide range of melodic 
snippets and playing in such a fashion that it all tumbles from his mind as if one long, inspired 
musical idea, this performance of Autumn Nocturne is less a nocturne than a hard-driving, 
blues-inspired composition—but a composition for all that. Nor is it completely a cappella, as 
the piano, guitar, bass and drums enter behind Rollins for the last two minutes of the perform-
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ance, but the point is that their presence is superfluous. Rollins is the whole show here, and 
rightly so. This was one of those “Pow!” moments that Lennie Tristano described, when your 
fingers hit the keys and sink right down to the bottom of the notes. 

 
Toshiko Akiyoshi 
As explained in Chapter IX, Akiyoshi and her husband, Lew Tabackin, were able to 

create a full-time working big band for her to use as a palette for her unique blend of bop-
influenced jazz and Japanese musical influences. One of the boons she had at her disposal in 
the beginning was that, as a member of the Los Angeles Musicians’ Union, Tabackin could 
procure free rehearsal space for the new band, which was crucial in its genesis and musical 
development. 

Nearly all of Akiyoshi’s extended, Japanese-flavored works of this period included a 
Noh speaker or a child singing briefly in Japanese, and most were focused around Tabackin’s 
flute, which was much more in keeping with the character of Japanese music than his tenor 
sax. Children in the Temple Ground, for instance, starts with Akiyoshi’s style of orchestration 
borrowed from Ellington but also heavily from the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis band as well as 
Mingus, using rich, low instruments such as bass trombones to anchor the sound. In many 
cases, she created astounding long-held chords played by the reeds (using circular breathing 
and alternating instruments to create the illusion of continuity) which, if the works were to be 
performed by a symphony orchestra, could be taken over by strings. But more importantly, 
these pieces had originality, continuity and improvisation in perfect balance to one another.  

In Kogun, for instance, a Noh speaker is heard over a flute melody with Japanese 
drum, then a trumpet and alto sax join the flute to play in unison. The trombone choir joins in. 
This leads to a 5/4 passage, played by the flute over brass chords, then a return to the opening 
melody, now fully developed and harmonized. The music eventually breaks out into a boppish 
melody with Akiyoshi on piano, her solo being both melodically and chordally developed in a 
sort of McCoy Tyner-Jaki Byard manner. The orchestra picks up the written-out development, 
which eventually slows down; Tabackin’s flute then plays an extended solo, first over inter-
jected chords, then a cappella, creating his own rhythmic counterpoint and stretching the time 
as well as the melodic structure (most of this solo is also based on Japanese modes). Then the 
5/4 rhythm returns briefly, played by the full band, which eventually blends into the Noh 
speaker and percussion to bring the piece full circle. A high F on the flute ends it. 

Minamata, written about a year later, was her most ambitious piece of the decade. In 
order to have time to write and develop it, she applied for and was awarded a grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts, one of the few times that misbegotten Federal agency ever 
funded something of lasting value. Minamata is almost an extension, and development, of the 
kind of thematic material and musical ideas found in Kogun. Here, too, Tabackin alternates 
between his flute and tenor sax playing, providing a powerful lead voice. Some of the writing 
in the first part, “Peaceful Village,” utilizes the kind of advanced orchestration found in El-
lington’s Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue, although combined with touches of modal writ-
ing. Eventually, the tempo slows down, but not to express peace, but rather tragedy and chaos. 
As in Kogun, the work’s Epilogue returns to the music of the prelude, but instead of using a 
young woman’s voice in the opening, the Epilogue features an adult make Noh speaker.  

There are many original touches in Minamata, even in the apparently straight-ahead 
jazz sections. During the last part of the third movement, for instance, three saxophones play 
long unison notes in a legato style that, as critic Leonard Feather put it, “almost defies any 
rhythmic relationship to the pulse of the band.” Village begins with a slow, moody piano solo 
by the composer, albeit one with some double-time passages, before moving into a rollicking 
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form of 5/4 beat with conga drums underneath. At this point she plays the principal theme, 
embellished in her own way, taking several harmonic liberties in the process, after which we 
hear the full band come in playing the underlying basso continuo theme in the saxes while the 
trumpets exult contrapuntally. Here is the influence of Ellis and Levy on another and quite 
original jazz mind; and when Tabackin comes barreling in with his tenor solo, it is to a fast, 
streamlined 4/4 beat, yet one can hear that his solo is a variation on both the initial theme and 
the underlying continuo passage. Akiyoshi herself throws in tone clusters and staccato right-
hand chords along the way to add to the building tension; then, as the saxophone solo slows 
down in tempo, Akiyoshi and the rhythm section pick up the thread of the music in an odd 
rhythm that sounds like 7/8 but is actually a more relaxed (and almost Latin-syncopated) ver-
sion of 5/4, over which a solo trombonist plays a variant on the theme. In this way Akiyoshi 
uses classical techniques within a jazz framework, just as Jimmy Mundy did back in 1937 
with Sing, Sing, Sing, but in a much more sophisticated and less popular vein. A quite com-
plex drum solo comes and goes, and at its end we are back in the initial 5/4 beat which then 
rides us out to the finish. 

March of the Tadpoles, from a Japanese Victor disc that I never even saw in the record 
stores, is a very uptempo “march” in which the stress beats are redistributed in such a way as 
to throw the listener off-balance, at least until the alto sax solo in which the 4/4 is straightened 
out rhythmically but not harmonically; the chords slither up and down chromatically at will, 
not with as much complexity as a concert piece by Mieczysław Weinberg but certainly more 
than the average listener can absorb. At times it seems to be vacillating between A� and A 
with impunity. A trombone trio break, sans rhythm section, gives us a variant on the initial 
theme in the key of G (without so much as a transition passage), following which one of the 
trombones plays a solo, then the reeds (with flute and clarinet up top and baritone saxophone 
on the bottom) play an extraordinarily complex variation on the initial theme, after which the 
theme itself returns, broken up by brass interjections, as the band suddenly comes to a halt. 

Autumn Sea, which begins as a slow waltz in E, features bass trombone playing the 
rhythm while the other trombones fill in the chord, then flute and clarinet playing a vague me-
lodic passage on top with rhythm section underneath. Then, after a break played by the flute, a 
more aggressive jazz melody for a few bars, following which a cymbal wash introduces a 
slow 4/4 theme, broken up in a syncopated fashion. The trumpets, playing in their mid-range, 
float across a held chord, then a drum break leads into a quirky theme, played in a fast 4 but 
with the beats, again, redistributed oddly. Akiyoshi’s ability to take a standard jazz time and 
make it sound differently structured is one of her strengths, and she knows it, thus she finds a 
way of introducing such passages into her works in a dramatic fashion. Dramatic, too, is Ta-
backin’s flute solo over tom-toms, in a method that borrows from but is not in any way remi-
niscent of the 1930s swing style that also used this sort of device. Again, the redistributed and 
at times asymmetric rhythm keeps the listener on one’s toes, so to speak, playing close atten-
tion to the way in which Tabackin’s flute goes off into unusual phrases and arabesques, much 
like Eric Dolphy would do with Mingus. In fact, it is in a piece like this and not necessarily 
Akiyoshi’s Farewell (to Mingus) where one hears the various techniques she learned by play-
ing with him. Another cymbal wash and a return to the initial ambiguous theme, now played 
much louder, serves as a coda to this wonderful piece. 

In these works, Akiyoshi showed her complete mastery of both Japanese and Ameri-
can-jazz musical forms. They were praised by critics at the time, but one often felt that such 
critics were praising the American jazz elements while being somewhat baffled by the Japa-
nese. Nevertheless, Akiyoshi’s music—and she continued writing such pieces into the new 
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millennium—was brilliantly conceived and executed, in my view far more viable as classical-
jazz concert pieces than the music of Tore Takemitsu. But just as the Japanese arts council 
refused to allow Takemitsu to study with Duke Ellington because he was “just” a jazz musi-
cian, so too is Akiyoshi marginalized by the academic world despite the musical brilliance, 
imagination, and consistency of her work. 

 
Oscar Peterson 
Canadian pianist Oscar Peterson (1925-2007) was one of the very few pianists who 

were influenced by Art Tatum, in part because he had an equally formidable technique. 
Unlike Tatum, however, Peterson normally did not fracture time within the space of a single 
bar or even within phrases as Tatum did, and also did not “fall through” harmonic traps to al-
ter chords in the way Tatum did. This was in part due to his recognition of Tatum’s unique 
genius. Hearing the older pianist’s recording of Tiger Rag when he was 14 years old, Peterson 
was so intimidated that he didn’t touch the piano again for several weeks and was “never 
cocky again” about his mastery of the instrument. Because of this, his playing was sometimes 
dismissed as simply flashy without much substance, yet Duke Ellington called him the “Ma-
haraja of the Keyboard” and the brilliant Russian composer Nikolai Kapustin was influenced 
solely by Peterson’s playing. Within the context of this study, however, he has a few contribu-
tions of significance.  

The first of these is his set of Jazz Exercises, Minuets, Etudes & Pieces for Piano, ini-
tially published in 1965. Although Peterson never recorded any of these etudes, the book itself 
has remained in print throughout the decades, and is in fact still available from Hal Leonard 
Corp. It has, however, received mixed reviews, as advanced piano pupils don’t feel that it 
challenges them very much. Of course, Peterson never claimed that the etudes were designed 
for that purpose, and although the composer never recorded any of them I found 13 of them 
on YouTube as played by pianist Phillip Sear. Listening to him play these works, one under-
stands their real value, which is to bring the classically trained pianist closer to true jazz styl-
ing. In this respect, the etudes are enormously valuable, since they simply don’t sound right 
unless the performer puts some swing into them. This is exactly what can be heard in Sear’s 
performances of them: his feeling for swing is somewhat rudimentary, but in playing these 
pieces it helps bring out some swing and points the way to a proper articulation and style. Dif-
ferent pupils with different skill sets will undoubtedly benefit from these works, which really 
go no further in technique than some of Fats Waller’s more advanced stride piano pieces but 
which are certainly more enjoyable than playing Czerny or Hanon. Indeed, one can move 
from Peterson’s etudes to those of Slonimsky, which are certainly more difficult overall, with 
no loss in swing but rather with an enhanced understanding of musical structure as it applies 
to jazz piano. 

The second and more arresting of his contributions is the first movement of a piece he 
recorded in 1986 and titled The Bach Suite. Though containing not a note or a phrase of Bach, 
the work is more in the nature of a tribute rather than a reworking of the Baroque master’s 
music, but particularly in the first movement, titled Allegro, Peterson fuses counterpoint and a 
sense of classical structure to an inherently jazz work. Compared to many of the pieces we’ve 
already examined, its relationship to classical form is somewhat tenuous, and without seeing a 
score one is not certain how much improvisation is involved, but particularly the section be-
ginning at 2:50 and continuing thus to the end of the piece there is considerable complexity 
involved, particularly the pianist’s right hand playing against the single-note playing of the 
often-underrated Joe Pass on guitar. Pass falls away after two choruses to allow Peterson the 
spotlight, at which point he ramps up the energy and forsakes the counterpoint to provide 
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some excellent high-speed improvising, and again little of this resembles Bach in any manner, 
but somehow this movement, at least, presents us with a structure within which the composer 
can play around with the various elements. Ironically, it is Pass’s guitar solo that follows 
which sounds more classical in shape and form, albeit it, too, is probably improvised. Never-
theless, it is the one piece in Peterson’s oeuvre that to my ears reflects some classical bias. 

 
Claude Bolling 
Equally enjoyable, albeit cast in a much tighter structure, was the classical-jazz of 

French pianist-composer Claude Bolling (1930 – ). A child prodigy, Bolling played jazz piano 
at age 14 with such musicians as Lionel Hampton and Kenny Clarke, but it wasn’t until the 
late 1950s that he formed his famous piano trio and began writing pieces that combined im-
provisational skills with classical form. Some writers have complained that Bolling’s music is 
too formal, that because of its sometimes-strict adherence to classical form it lacks a true jazz 
feel, yet it was instantly popular and has remained so down through the decades. Possibly his 
most famous piece was the Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano Trio, written as late as 1973 but 
only recorded two years later by classical flautist Jean-Pierre Rampal and Bolling’s trio, a disc 
that won a Grammy Award—but in the classical field of “Best Chamber Music Performance.” 

Divided into seven sections, titled Baroque and Blue, Sentimentale, Javanaise, Fu-
gace, Irlandaise, Versatile and Véloce, Bolling’s suite is both highly enjoyable and rigorously 
structured—much more so, in fact, than almost any other jazz-classical fusion of its time. Un-
doubtedly this had to do with the fact that Bolling knew he would be working with classically 
trained flautists, most of whom are about as comfortable with jazz as they would be playing 
American football. This put a lot of pressure on the pianist-composer to create a work in 
which he, at the keyboard (or a similarly duo-styled pianist) could provide the jazz while the 
flautist stuck to what he or she does best. The fact that he succeeded so well is due in no small 
measure to Bolling’s understanding of both forms and his ability to blend them so well that 
one style flows into the other, and out again, smoothly and seamlessly. Note, for instance, 
how when the flute comes smack into the jazz-oriented playing around the 1:53 mark in the 
first movement, a 3/4 time waltz tempo is set up—something with which a flautist would be 
comfortable—while Bolling and the trio swing the music behind him. This maintains the illu-
sion of a jazz work (although there is zero improvisation in the flute part) while not putting 
too much pressure on the flute player. In the case of the recording, it was the illustrious 
French flautist Jean-Pierre Rampal, who did very fine work within the parameters of his part. 

One of the more interesting facets of the Bolling suite is the way in which his bassist 
(Max Hédiguer) and drummer (Marcel Sabiani) interact with Bolling, creating a tight struc-
ture while still being able to swing even in 3/4 time, and in turn how the entire trio interacts 
with Rampal. They manage to slightly pressure the flautist rhythmically, not so much that he 
loses poise but just enough so that he sometimes falls into their rhythm, thus simulating the 
proper feel that Bolling has created. Granted, in some movements—particularly Sentimen-
tale—there is more the feeling of a nice French pop tune riding the surface of the music, but 
at certain points in the music (i.e., at 2:21 into it), Bolling’s good feeling for jazz swing rolls 
along underneath in such a way that, again, when the flute re-enters he almost can’t help but 
fall into their groove. In this amazingly subtle cat-and-mouse game, Bolling and Rampal keep 
each other on the ball from first note of the suite to last, and there is almost no point at which 
they do not sound perfectly in communion. 

Another interesting feature of the suite is that it does not really push Rampal too hard 
in terms of technique; there must be dozens of classical works that he plays which are infi-
nitely more difficult; but the music is challenging enough that he has to work at achieving the 
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proper rhythm, which in this case is as important as the notes themselves. As in almost all of 
Bolling’s compositions, he is quite conservative harmonically, remaining not only tonal but 
almost pre-bop tonality. There are very few altered chords and even less extended ones; in 
fact, the suite is harmonically conservative even by the standards of Bach’s most talented son, 
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, but in terms of the trickiness of rhythm it is equal to the younger 
Bach’s music and, of course, employs rhythmic devices completely unknown to either Bach. 
And therein lies its charm as well as its strength.  

Bolling proved, with this work, that jazz-classical fusion need not be overly complex 
or advanced in order to have intrinsic worth, although the lesson one learns from it is that a 
style such as this is an end in itself, not the beginning of a new style. Although his music re-
mained clever, his Concerto for Guitar and Jazz Piano Trio (1975), Picnic Suite for Guitar, 
Flute and Jazz Piano Trio (1980) and Suite for Chamber Orchestra and Jazz Piano Trio 
(1983) are all pretty much in the same vein. So too is the 1977 Suite for Violin and Jazz Piano 
Trio, although here he was dealing with a musician who had a little better feel for swing than 
Rampal, violinist Pinchas Zukerman, thus the music had a better overall feel for rhythm than 
even the flute suite. Why he didn’t use Stéphane Grappelli, however, remains a mystery, as 
the French jazz violinist was still very much alive and active in those years, but at least this 
music was more fluid in rhythmic feel due to Zukerman’s excellent grasp of rudimentary jazz 
rhythms such as ragtime and a jazz hora. In the Suite for Chamber Orchestra and Jazz Piano 
Trio (1983) the textures are more varied because he is using a small body of strings, but if 
anything the music is even more formal and less interesting than the flute and violin suites. In 
short, the flute and jazz piano trio suite provided the freshest and most original of his musical 
ideas in this vein, with the violin suite coming in second. 

 
Mingus again 
During the 1970s, Charles Mingus had again reclaimed his position as possibly the 

most original and creative of composers working within the jazz-classical axis. As compensa-
tion for his recording the album Three or Four Shades of Blue, which he detested, Mingus 
was permitted to record two large-scale works to be issued back to back on the same LP. 
These were Cumbia and Jazz Fusion (which became the album title), a wonderfully open and 
uncharacteristically cheerful piece, and Music from “Todo Modo.” The latter was music for a 
film that was never made—as we have seen from the 1950s and ‘60s, often the case with jazz-
scored movies—but as compensation Mingus was given the soundtrack to use as he wished, 
and since it was recorded by a full studio orchestra he was quite pleased with the results. In 
fact, Mingus was so pleased with his results in this piece that, according to Sue Mingus, “he 
played it over and over” during the period in which he was dying of ALS. 

One of the many charms of Cumbia and Jazz Fusion is the opening, which uses a pre-
recorded track of tropical birds. Then the cumbia theme is heard, played by an oboe, a simple 
and charming melody that I would challenge any classical composer to develop without ruin-
ing it. This tune goes on for some time, including a B theme, with a simple drum beating on 
the second and fourth beats of each measure and a bit of jangle percussion in the background 
(and the pre-recorded tropical birds, which just get louder). Eventually the drum and the birds 
are all you hear; then only the birds with some percussion, light at first, then more complex 
and heavier. Mingus’ bass line cuts across the beat by playing a rhythm of: 

j   j  q  /  j   j  q  /  j   j  q  /  j   j  q  /   
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Meanwhile, the melody is now split between oboe and muted trombone, then open 
trumpet and trombone, but somehow it is Mingus’ bass line that dominates one’s conscious-
ness. To a certain extent, Mingus has used special sonics to create this illusion, as the oboe is 
distantly (and tinnily) recorded while the bass is quite forward, with an almost metallic sort of 
reverberance set up around it. Eventually, at 5:08 into it, an entirely different and jazzy theme 
is played by the brasses, with that bass lick still jutting itself into the midst. The jazz theme is 
then altered somewhat (“development” is too strong a word here) while a solo trumpet plays a 
variant of the original cumbia melody, but now with a jazz rhythm and inflections. As the 
trumpet goes into repeated rising 16th notes, and eventually a higher, more varied improvisa-
tion, reed instruments come in, including an alto sax solo which complements the trumpet’s 
previous statements. The trumpet reappears and plays opposite the alto; they set up a dia-
logue, not so much in counterpoint as more like a sort of overly excited chase chorus. A more 
free-form tenor sax comes intruding into their dialogue, and the other reeds (eventually joined 
by piano and rhythm) set up a counter-rhythm against it. Beyond this point, we are firmly in 
the jazz sphere, the cumbia theme having somehow magically melted away into nothingness. 

But there is more in store, including a trumpet section variation on the previous theme 
(with trombone underpinning), a sudden cessation of movement and a lyrical section in a bal-
lad tempo, a free-form piano solo with flamenco overtones (thus switching our venue from 
Colombia to Spain) that eerily reminds one of Mingus’ own piano-improvised pieces, then a 
strangely funky passage with an almost country & western beat which has a feeling reminis-
cent of Ray Charles playing C&W. The jazz sounds become more earthy, however, with the 
bass trombone sputtering and spitting underneath while the alto sax, plunger trombone and 
trumpet get funkier up above it all. At 15:35 an entirely new, lyrical theme is introduced, a 
typically Mingus-like melody, interrupted by the composer himself on bass; then a return (of 
sorts) to the cumbia rhythm, only now more jazz-like, for percussion instruments, then at 
18:48 a staccato trumpet outburst announces an entirely new theme, one unrelated to any of 
the preceding material and yet somehow, strangely, fitting in. This leads into one of the funni-
est things Mingus ever recorded: the composer chanting, “Who said mama’s little baby likes 
short’nin bread?…That’s some lie the white man spread! Mama’s little baby likes truffles! 
Mama’s little baby likes caviar! Mama’s little baby likes all the fine things in life!” This goes 
on for some time, with “That’s right!” and other interjections by the band members, eventu-
ally dumping on Uncle Ben and Aunt Jemima, before a Mingus bass solo, set against plunger 
trombones playing staccato and eerie, high-pitched winds, leads us into an auxiliary theme 
which sounds like a variant of the previous one, yet with suggestions in the breaks of not only 
previous music in this piece but also of earlier Mingus pieces. The Charles Mingus smorgas-
bord is open for dinner. Everyone come and help themselves! The only down moment in this 
entire piece comes at the end, where Mingus uncharacteristically resorts to that lamest of all 
solutions, the fade-out ending, although in this case the suggestion is that the party is continu-
ing without being recorded. 

Todo Modo, a 1976 film by director Elio Petri, told the seamy tale of a party leader se-
questered in a monastery with his cronies plotting their political futures while a Jesuit cleric 
leads them in spiritual cleansings. Mingus’ contribution to this rather nothing film was a score 
that was both episodic and brilliant. Recorded a year before Cumbia & Jazz Fusion, Mingus 
used a number of Italian musicians on the session, including Anastasio del Bono on oboe and 
English horn and Pasquale Sabatelli on bassoon. I point this out not because their contribu-
tions are exceptional in a jazz sense, but because it shows how well Mingus, like other jazz 
composers before him (including Morton), could use non-jazz players to produce a relatively 
fine jazz result. Some commentators have complained of the music’s episodic nature, which 
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seems to me par for the course regarding film scores: even John Lewis’ score for No Sun in 
Venice, comprised as it was of many small parts that worked both together and separately, had 
its episodic moments. A lone, somewhat forlorn trumpet figure over shaker opens the piece; 
when it is repeated, the shaker disappears and a solo trombone plays in counterpoint. Eventu-
ally the trombone and a few reeds play a variant on this theme, followed by an a cappella 
tenor sax solo that becomes quite violent in places. As this ends, an organ is heard playing a 
variant; after a pause, the brasses continue this thread almost in organum style, followed by a 
four-bar bridge played by alto and tenor sax, a solo trombone break, then the alto and tenor 
again, this time joined by the trombone after four bars. Then the tempo begins to jump as bari-
tone sax and the rhythm section lead us into a very joyous passage with piano interjections. A 
true jazz interlude then follows, sparked by Mingus’ bass and Danny Mixon’s piano. One of 
the more satisfying aspects of this performance is the way in which each soloist seems to lis-
ten to and build on what the soloist before him has played, thus creating the illusion of conti-
nuity in passages that are clearly improvised. 

At the nine-minute mark, the music comes to a halt and the soft wind passages return. 
Is this “messy”? Is this “episodic”? I’ve heard many and many a classical work from various 
different eras composed in a similar style. What makes theirs so great and Mingus’ not? Noth-
ing except cultural prejudice—that, plus the mistaken belief that melodic jazz themes are 
somehow easier to create, or are worth less, than more convoluted classical themes. As a mat-
ter of fact, Mingus develops this section with particular delicacy and sensitivity, bringing in 
flute and oboe and allowing the music to breathe and expand. I can easily understand why he 
thought this piece one of his greatest and listened to it for inspiration. It has a wonderful sense 
of balance and proportion about it. Even when, after another pause, the swinging jazz returns, 
it is as an enhancement to everything that has gone before. When Jack Walrath enters with his 
trumpet solo, it is almost as an ultimate development of this theme in a way that incorporates 
the best of both worlds. To my ears, it reminded me of Benny Goodman’s solo within the con-
text of Jimmy Mundy’s arrangement of Sing, Sing, Sing, and the Mixon piano solo which fol-
lows Walrath, although not as structured, is equally arresting and adds to the ongoing “space” 
of the music. George Adams’ tenor sax then adds to the “development” by utilizing double-
time figures and becoming harmonically more complex. When Mingus’ bass solo comes, it is 
almost sparse in his deliberate spacing of notes—as composer, he understands that at this 
point in the piece space is what is needed.  

The jazz theme reappears after Mingus’ solo, with slight variants, then the (by now) 
almost predictable pause and reprise of the lyrical reed theme. This time, however, it is fol-
lowed by a bowed bass (arco) solo by Mingus, played with great feeling, while a solo flute 
plays its own different solo in the opposite channel. This impromptu duet, although coming 
near the end of the work, is its major highlight, giving a peculiarly Andalusian feeling to the 
proceedings. Eventually the flute plays by itself, after which Mingus plays low, soft rhythmic 
figures on the deep end of his instrument, again quite Spanish in feeling and execution, fol-
lowed by pizzicato playing. The music mysteriously ends in the midst of this dialogue. 

These are two major works representing the culmination of Mingus’ work in the 
1970s. His last sessions, which took place while he was wheelchair-bound and not in good 
enough health to even direct, consist of one or two fine pieces filled in with interesting re-
makes of earlier material and the incessantly rambling, overly-long Something Like a Bird. 
We will revisit Mingus once more, in connection with his massive score for Epitaph and at 
least one piece that emerged after his death, a bit later in this chapter, but for now one can say 
with some certitude that his towering genius as a composer came to its apex with these two 
works and was never eclipsed. 
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Sadly one of the more arresting pieces that Mingus wrote during this period, which 

was never recorded, was his string quartet of 1974. Written to commemorate the death of poet 
Frank O’Hara, it was based on a poem titled The Clown, not to be confused with his own 
piece of that name from the late 1950s. It was unusual in that it was written for violin, viola 
and two cellos rather than the conventional figuration of two violins, viola and cello, and it 
also contained a vocal line for a baritone singing the words of O’Hara’s poem. The music is, 
typically, both quirky and brilliant, and Mingus was very proud of it, but to this date no one 
has recorded it. The score languishes, unheard, in the archives of his music. 

It might have been played by the Kronos Quartet, which formed during this period. 
Kronos specialized in the offbeat, jazz-influenced, and avant-garde. Their one weakness was a 
tendency towards a rough string sound that was not always artistic choice, but they could sel-
dom be faulted for lack of adventure. Unfortunately, even Kronos has ignored the Mingus 
quartet, though they did eventually record his piece Myself When I Am Real (also titled Al-
legro non troppo) with guitarist Andy Summers in 1994. 

Of course, there were other jazz movements in the 1970s besides fusion, but most of 
them tended towards the avant-garde, meaning that they left the average jazz listener in the 
dark. The most abstract of these was the Art Ensemble of Chicago, headed by trumpeter Les-
ter Bowie and saxophonists Joseph Jarman and Roscoe Mitchell. The World Saxophone Quar-
tet was less abstract but just as outré in its harmonic explorations “on beyond zebra.” They 
played without any rhythm instruments, meaning that the lower saxes had to create both coun-
termelodies as well as a rhythmic foundation for the upper voices. Some of their work was 
indeed interesting, but in nearly every piece they played they ended up squealing in a higher 
register to the point where it sounded like cacophony. Interestingly, however, one of the quar-
tet’s members, tenor saxist David Murray, left them to form his own octet and big band, and 
in those specific groups he created a multi-layered style of jazz in which sections would play 
off each other not only in different melodies but also in different meters. Moreover, Murray’s 
sense of orchestration, with its dark colors, provided a new sound palette to jazz that could 
easily have been used by classical composers wishing to fuse the two types of music. 

As the world limped into 1980, the musical arts were limping, too. Both classical mu-
sic and jazz were, metaphorically speaking, taking some body blows and not able to stand 
back up so quickly. The most popular (or, at least, the most often-performed and broadcast) 
classical piece during the 1970s was David del Tradici’s orchestral song cycle, Final Alice, 
written for and nearly always performed by soprano Barbara Hendricks. It was everywhere, it 
seemed, during this decade, played by all the major American symphony orchestras and, of 
course, nearly always sung by Hendricks. But a funny fate befell Final Alice. Audiences be-
gan to realize that it was merely a fun, clever piece, not the product of genius, so that by the 
time Hendricks was becoming famous and making recordings of Mozart and Haydn operas, 
Final Alice bit the dust. There wasn’t even a commercial recording by Hendricks for people to 
remember it by. 

Towards the end of this period, in a misguided effort to restore interest in jazz, a small 
coterie of musicians, led by trumpeter Wynton Marsalis, began a new “revival.” Similar to the 
Dixieland revival of the 1940s, this one, ironically, was of Dixieland’s nemesis, bebop, but 
the premise was the same: to return to appoint in time when the music diverged into different 
styles, and see if one could evolve it differently from that point. For whatever reasons, Mar-
salis and his followers didn’t learn from history that such moves don’t work. You can’t turn 
back the clock and “develop something different” from that point, because the development 
already happened. The same would be true if there were more than a handful of modern clas-
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sical composers who decided to ignore atonalism or 12-tone music and turn back the clock to 
the late Romantic period. You can, certainly, still produce some good music in that style, but 
to expect a wholesale adoption of your methods so that the music can develop “differently” 
from the way history has already determined it did is a foolish wish. But Marsalis and his ad-
herents received strong support from music critic Stanley Crouch and, more importantly, fi-
nancial and moral support from Lincoln Center in New York, where Marsalis rules supreme 
over a doggedly “retro” and African American-biased jazz concert series. Its impact outside 
of New York has been weak in terms of musical influence, but strong in terms of insisting that 
only African Americans were jazz innovators. 

Nor were jazz or classical music done any favors by the emergence of MTV. Now, 
music was a visual experience, no longer merely auditory. Within a few years it became virtu-
ally impossible to have a hit record unless one also had a hit video. To that end, some mis-
guided filmmaker even produced a video titled Aria, which showed vaguely related or unre-
lated events onscreen while the soundtrack played operatic pieces like “La donna è mobile” 
from Rigoletto and “La vergine degl’angeli” from La Forza del Destino. This, in turn, led to 
the over-extension in real-life opera productions of bizarre stagings, all with superfluous and 
unrelated persons and elements, most with projected and/or computer-graphic images. The 
kind terminology for this travesty is Regietheater. The common operagoer tends to call it Eu-
rotrash. But, either way, it meant the death of rationality in opera productions and the begin-
ning of neurosis and overtly sexual public displays presented onstage in the name of “art.” 

Compared to this, La Creation du Monde, Skyscrapers, and even Ballet Mécanique 
were beginning to look pretty darn normal. 

 
One of the more interesting among classical composers of the time was Terry Riley 

(1935 - ),  now considered the father of minimalism. In 1975, however, he recorded a 
fascinating piece titled Descending Moonshine Dervishes in which his normal synthesizer 
playing and tight sense of structure was interwoven with the playing of avant-garde trumpeter 
Don Cherry. Considering the fact that one of the tenets of minimalism is that nothing be 
improvised, it was a daring move for the then-40-year-old composer. And in fact, at around 
the two-minute mark, one can hear Riley playing what sounds like a jazz variation or 
something close to it on synthesizer, before Cherry even enters. At three minutes into the 
piece a rocking rhythm is set up, and then Cherry comes into the picture almost a minute later, 
playing improvised commentary around Riley’s figures in much the same way that Stan Getz 
played “around” the pre-written string structure of Eddie Sauter’s Focus. The difference here, 
of course, is that Riley was already established as a composer by this time and that Cherry’s 
presence as an invited guest on this live set was a rarity for him; but the fact that the music 
works so well is a tribute to both the steadiness of the underlying structure (despite its not 
changing key) and the inventiveness of Cherry to work around it in a most ingenious manner. 
At 6:50 into the piece, Riley doubles the time on the synthesizer which in turn prods Cherry 
into ever more adventurous playing—although the trumpeter does not double the time. Essen-
tially, Dervishes creates a hypnotic effect on the listener, putting him or her into a trance-like 
state if they are so inclined.  

Among the many avant-garde bands of the era, three of them managed to produce mu-
sic on occasion that fit into the parameters of this survey. One of these was the World Saxo-
phone Quartet, an extraordinary group of reed players whose original lineup consisted of 
Julius Hemphill and Oliver Lake on alto saxes, David Murray on tenor sax, and Hamiett 
Bluiett on baritone. They generally performed music that combined the elements of both 
avant-garde jazz and rhythm ‘n’ blues, but their propensity for playing “outside” so often 
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eventually led to their being appreciated only by proponents of outside jazz and, of course, the 
Europeans, who gladly applauded any and all manifestations of American jazz that played in 
their countries. I ran across this opening piece from a concert that they gave in Basel, Switzer-
land in 1980. Unfortunately, the name of the piece was not identified on the YouTube video, 
but it is an extraordinary one, well constructed in the formal sense with real exposition and 
development. The quartet starts out with a simple little tune in F, the baritone playing five 
notes by way of introduction and the other three reeds coming in to answer. On the repeat, the 
baritone expands his role to play an interesting melodic line while the others continue to fill in 
on chords, now shifting the harmony; by the one-minute mark, they are playing together as a 
full orchestra would. A secondary or “B” theme is then introduced, after which the initial mo-
tif is greatly expanded in both the baritone line and the others’ fills to produce a more coher-
ent and less riff-like melody, which is then developed (in written-out passages) to the end. It 
is a lovely and rare example of the WSQ playing more “inside” music and doing it splendidly. 

We have already discussed the Art Ensemble of Chicago in an earlier chapter, thus 
there is no reason to reiterate their formation and aesthetic, only to point out that in 1980 they 
produced another superb work titled Urban Magic. This piece is actually a suite in four 
movements titled “March,” “Warm Night Blues Stroll,” “Down the Walkway” and “RM Ex-
press.” Like so many modern works both classical and jazz, this one fades in at the beginning 
as if we were already in the middle of the work; the quirky martial tune is played by Lester 
Bowie on trumpet and Roscoe Mitchell on flute over a particularly quirky and humorous per-
cussion barrage. What sounds almost like an ambulance siren is heard in the background, a 
clutter of trashcan lids come in, then the music morphs into a slower, more ominous mood for 
the second section. The AEC was never very shy about introducing all sorts of extraneous 
noises into their performances, and they do so here as well; it was all part of their tongue-in-
cheek sense of humor, a sense of humor that many people simply did not get because they are 
all so used to taking everything they hear seriously. Joseph Jarman plays a very odd solo on 
clarinet while flute and alto sax interject commentary around him. Eventually, a bass solo 
(Malachi Favors) underscores the apparent chaos, doubles the tempo, and rides us along in a 
more conventional jazz beat. Jarman really takes off on his clarinet at this point, eventually 
followed by Bowie on trumpet, whereupon the others join him on saxes. Despite the outside 
playing, this is one of the most conventionally swinging of all AEC pieces, and a real tribute 
to their genuine jazz talents. Eventually everyone else stops except one saxophone, which 
plays an outside solo of great intensity and expression, followed in turn by a drum solo, at 
times with the baritone sax playing counterpoint, then a strange, smeared tune filled with dis-
sonance (and low blats on the trumpet) which eventually leads into a “walking” bass tune, 
which in turn collapses into an arco bass solo with soft clarinet, trumpet and flute lines being 
interwoven around it. Whether part or all of this piece was scored in advance, it surely makes 
for one of the AEC’s most interesting, cohesive, and attractive works. 

Next up is Air, the band put together by avant-garde alto saxist Henry Threadgill. So 
much of Threadgill’s music is outside jazz that he sometimes loses average listeners, but in 
1982 this band—which at the time included Fred Hopkins on bass and Steve McCall on 
drums—decided to rework Jelly Roll Morton’s Chicago Breakdown. One must go all the way 
back to Chapter Three, and track number 0089, to find Louis Armstrong’s recording of this 
Morton tune (for some reason, Morton never recorded it himself), and you should do so first 
before listening to Air’s version if only to understand what they did with it. The swinging yet 
relaxed feel of Morton’s chart, with its tightly constructed themes and breaks, may now come 
as a shock after going through nearly 60 years of advances in jazz, though neither Earl Hines’ 
piano solo nor Armstrong’s trumpet sound bad at all, but Air’s version, starting with drum-
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beats and a slow saxophone improvisation, doesn’t sound at all like this piece at first. When 
Threadgill finally does play the opening theme, it is almost as a paraphrase, leaving some 
notes out and redistributing the rhythm; then he falls away so Hopkins can solo on bass. When 
Threadgill re-enters, it is to play a solo based on the initial theme in a staccato fashion, after 
which he plays the break in strict tempo along with the rhythm section. He then plays a 
mostly “outside” solo that still respects the work’s basic structure. It is yet another way of 
showing, if proof be needed, that Morton was a jazz composer whose work can indeed be re-
interpreted a different way and still be valid, although I seriously doubt that the crabby com-
poser himself would have approved! 

And, before moving on to others, we must again bring up Clare Fischer. According to 
his son Brent, Fischer never really stopped composing, but he was often forced to put this 
work aside for the more pressing need to make money. It is a sad and pathetic truism in Amer-
ica that the more original and creative you are the less work you are liable to find unless you 
have a wealthy “angel” willing to subsidize you along the way. This was one reason why 
Charles Mingus, well-meaning but politically naïve, once suggested that the Federal govern-
ment give him money so he could put his jazz quintet on the back of a pickup truck and 
slowly ride through the streets of cities bringing jazz to the people! 

Among the works which he was able to bring to fruition (for lack of a better term) dur-
ing this period were such superb but strictly classical works as the Pensiamentos for Alto 
Saxophone and Chamber Orchestra, written for his doctoral thesis in 1955 but revisited in 
1988 when he decided to re-orchestrate it; Realizacion for String Orchestra, which began as a 
string quartet in the mid-1950s but was put aside until he rewrote it for full string orchestra in 
1989; and Coming Home, a brief but excellent piece written in 1989 after returning from a 
three-week stay in the hospital for a concussion. Brent told me in am e-mail, “From that point 
on in his career, he started making sketches for most large works and then orchestrating them. 
Before that, it was largely from his mind directly to the full score paper.” 

As I say, all of these are superb works that deserve to be heard more often, but they 
are purely classical pieces. The one work from this period that fits into this book is Miniature, 
written in 1976 for a friend of his who had recently taken up the vibraphone. Strangely, this 
colleague never even came back to look at the score, so in the late 1980s he gave it to his son 
Brent while he was finishing his degree in symphonic percussion. Brent immediately recog-
nized its value; just before recording it, Clare Fischer decided to rescore the piano part for 
strings, and that is how it was recorded, with Brent playing the mallet parts and Fender Rho-
des. It is quite simply a remarkable work, having the spontaneous feeling of a piano improvi-
sation yet wrapped up in a tight structure. As is so often the case with Fischer’s works,. there 
are no wasted notes or gestures, and everything sounds as if it sprung fully formed from his 
mind in one long moment of inspiration. Like so many of George Russell’s works, Miniature 
is multi-tonal, falling between “keys” in an almost modal fashion. 

For the sake of accuracy, I should point out that all of the works by Fischer described 
in this book from this point on had to wait until after his death to be issued on CD in 2013. 
Again—there is no market for high creativity in the United States. Rock, rap and other forms 
of puerile entertainment always take precedence over music that stimulates the mind. 

 
Friedrich Gulda 
I hesitated for a long time before putting Friedrich Gulda in this book, not because he 

wasn’t a fabulous pianist or insincere about jazz but because his work has been so often criti-
cized as not being really jazz. Now certainly, one cannot deny the fact that Gulda is improvis-
ing; so much is clear from any of his jazz recordings. Nor can it be denied that his improvisa-
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tions are musically skillful. No one can dispute that. The criticism of his work stems from the 
fact that he had a difficult time swinging, and this inability to generate swing places his 
work—so certain jazz musicians say—in the realm of a classical improviser. But since classi-
cal musicians stopped improvising when they played late in the 19th century, there is really 
no other place to put him. 

And make no mistake, Gulda (1930-2000) was utterly sincere about playing jazz. He 
ducked out of the end of a contract to perform classical music to play a two-week-long jazz 
gig at Birdland in 1956. He also played at the Newport Jazz Festival, organized the Interna-
tional Competition for Modern Jazz in 1966, and founded the International Musikforum in 
Ossiach, Austria, a school for pupils who wanted to learn improvisation. He once said, “There 
can be no guarantee that I will become a great jazz musician, but at least I shall know that I 
am doing the right thing. I don’t want to fall into the routine of the modern concert pianist’s 
life, nor do I want to ride the cheap triumphs of the Baroque bandwagon.”3 

Gulda wrote and played a jazz piano concerto for the Neophonic Orchestra at the time 
Stan Kenton was leading it, but although the work was performed and possibly recorded, I’ve 
been unable to track down a recording. Nonetheless, we may judge some of Gulda’s talents in 
this field from two pieces: his self-composed Prelude and Fugue, in which a jazz feeling is 
imperative to its proper performance, and the improvised duet that he played with Chick 
Corea on June 27, 1982. The former begins quite formally in both structure and rhythm, 
though by the fourth bar syncopation begins to set in. Then we hear almost a deconstruction 
of the prelude before Gulda settles into a rolling passage marked by a triplet figure, which 
ever so slowly becomes jazzier in feel. The key changes a few times, then after a single-note 
break the fugue begins, first two voices, then three, all the while swinging in the left hand 
much like Brubeck. It is such a delightful piece that one scarcely recognizes, unless one is 
trained in classical listening, just how well conceived and complex it really is. 

Yet this almost seems like a warm-up for the improvised duet with Corea. Some years 
later, Corea was known to have slighted Gulda’s jazz abilities, purportedly saying that he was 
an outstanding pianist but no jazz musician, but if you watch the video of the performance 
(recently released on DVD), both men are grinning from ear to ear as the ball gets rolling and 
they feed off each other. A few sparse notes, almost sounding like a 12-tone composition, are 
traded between the keyboards. You can almost hear them thinking during the pauses in the 
music, trying to determine where they’ll go next. Slowly the music takes form and develops; 
yet it is true that, through the first two minutes, there is almost no jazz swing. Thought and 
playfulness complement each other in equal measure; they almost coalesce into a tune at 1:20, 
but not quite. There is still some duo-fencing to go on in the two men’s minds. Then, after an 
almost ferociously swinging passage, a motor rhythm (again, not necessarily a jazz rhythm) 
develops; they play around with putting one hand on the strings while playing, or plucking the 
strings from inside the piano. And yet, because both musicians had superior musical minds, 
none of this sounds like inane rambling. It all feeds into the next sequence of phrases, and the 
next, building in momentum and at 3:55 exploding in a flurry of runs. Then the real swinging 
begins, eventually leading into Frank Churchill’s old classic Someday My Prince Will Come. 
The remarkable give-and-take between these two artists reaches a high point of inspiration as 
both zero in on the tune’s changes. 

Yet there is one more aspect of Gulda’s contribution to the fusion of jazz and classical 
music to discuss, and that is his marvelous set of 10 piano etudes titled Play Piano Play. 
These were designed, much like Oscar Peterson’s etudes, to appeal to intermediate piano stu-
                                                
3 Schwarz, K. Robert: Gulda Reasserts His Claim to Fame. New York Times, September 25, 1989. 
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dents, those who were not quite yet “set in concrete” with their locked-in formal training but 
still young and impressionable enough to learn how to swing. I have listened to a number of 
pianists attempt these works online, and although Gulda himself is still the best one can learn 
something from the performances of others: for instance, the toccata rhythm of No. 6 as it is 
played by a young pianist named Grigory Guzman, where the motor rhythm of the piece 
seems to aid him in locking into a good forward momentum, or the lyrical effusion of No. 7 as 
it is played by young Sasha Grynyuk, first-place winner of the 2012 Grieg Piano Competition. 
One could easily excuse Grynyuk for not finding the right feel for this music, since modern-
day pianists who enter competitions on a regular basis are judged almost entirely by the fluid-
ity and flawlessness of their technique, not necessarily a feeling for musical line, yet his per-
formance is graceful and charming and really seems to enter the proper spirit. 

 
Chick Corea’s Lyric Suite 
By the early 1980s, a new and in some ways emasculating form of jazz arose as an an-

swer to both the loud, raucous free-form style as well as the funk-fusion spearheaded by Miles 
Davis. This was “smooth” or “New Age” jazz, a style that may have inadvertently found its 
genesis in Chick Corea’s early-1970s band, Return to Forever, as well as the “soft jazz” styl-
ings of the clever and talented pianist Keith Jarrett. The irony of this situation is that, after a 
couple of years of playing softly, Return to Forever went electric and became as loud of a fu-
sion hand as there was at that time, and one can also point to several other musicians who 
were moving in that direction. One was Charlie Haden, Ornette Coleman’s former bassist, 
whose Liberation Music Orchestra moved more and more into the realm of soft, relaxing 
sounds, culminating later in the 1980s in his Quartet West. Another was Coleman’s former 
trumpet star, Don Cherry, who after playing some extremely complex music with his New 
Eternal Rhythms Orchestra began exploring ambient Hippie music in the 1972 album Organic 
Music Society, then went on to play more ambient-type classical music with pioneer minimal-
ist Terry Riley (see above). Thus a niche market was created, and this was filled during the 
early 1980s by the emergence of “soft jazz” pianist George Winston and soprano saxist 
Kenny G (Gorelick). To many listeners of that era this 1982 suite by Corea, who studied mu-
sic for one month at Columbia University and six months at Juilliard, represented a nod to-
wards the new age style, but closer investigation reveals its classical roots and structure. 

The sextet for which it is written is a string quartet plus Corea on piano and Gary Bur-
ton on vibes. Without having seen the score, it’s difficult to say exactly how much of it is im-
provised as opposed to written out, but the tightly organized opening of the Overture give one 
an idea of how the music will progress. Corea’s trademark percussive piano style (as a child 
he learned to play the drums) is carried out throughout, but one of the most arresting facets of 
this work is that Corea writes idiomatically for the strings. They do not just hold extended 
notes as a sort of soft cushion for the jazz, as they had for decades past, but play rhythmic and 
often intricate figures. If one assumes that Burton’s solos are all or mostly improvised—and 
they sound so—the interaction of the strings in and around his playing are all the more im-
pressive. In a certain sense, Corea’s Lyric Suite (which, to my knowledge, has scarcely caused 
a ripple in the music world except among jazz fans who like all of Corea’s work4) is a more 
mature, more complex descendent of Sauter’s Focus. One could easily listen to just the string 
quartet without the piano or vibes interaction and be cognizant of a well-crafted piece of writ-

                                                
4 The Allmusic review of this disc by Dave Connolly gave the work a paltry 2 ½ stars for the very reason that he 
felt that jazz/classical hybrids are “by their very nature intellectual pursuits.” To many jazz listeners, then, the 
introduction of too much classical structure and orchestration pulls them away from enjoyment. 
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ing in a modern but not too dissonant classical style, but the addition of the two percussion 
instruments is what really makes the music more intricate and fascinating. 

As one progresses through the suite, in fact, one gains in admiration for the wonderful 
structure that Corea has created. He wrote out syncopated passages for the solo strings to play 
in the second movement, Waltz, and although the group used here are classically trained and 
not really jazz-oriented, the mere gesture towards swinging aids the cause of the music won-
derfully. Indeed, halfway through the waltz rhythm virtually disappears through most of the 
score, its 3/4 beat caught up in a dense polyphonic web of intricate rhythmic counterpoint. 
Towards the end, the backbeats in the score almost pull the waltz back as it tries to progress. 
One of the interesting aspects of Sketch (for Thelonious Monk) is that it channels some of the 
aspects of Monk’s music without actually copying his style: a tribute, then, rather than a quote 
or paraphrase. Roller Coaster is a typical Corea rhythm piece, here using counterpoint and 
syncopation in alternating fashion to create a fascinating and sometimes humorous jumble of 
rhythm—all in a mere 1:25. Oddly enough, Brasilia is not as strong in its Latin rhythm as 
many of Corea’s other pieces, particularly his famous Spain, even though the piece begins 
with a minute-long piano solo before the strings enter to play backbeats. One wonders how 
much of this specific piece is improvised; if the second piano solo is an improvisation, it fits 
in thematically with the rest so expertly that it might as well have been written out. Burton’s 
contribution sounds definitely improvised, however, despite the fact that it, too, fits into the 
ongoing structure well. 

Perhaps the relaxed legato structure of Dream is one of those moments that turn off 
jazz aficionados: here, particularly, the allusion to classical music—and, to a lesser degree, 
“ambient” classical—is strongest, yet careful listening reveals a much more involved struc-
ture. A romance it may be, but a romance that is not sappy. Stylistically, this piece sounds 
more influenced by French classical style than the German or Russian, fused with cool jazz. 
This is particularly evident in Dream, the longest of the pieces and the one perhaps least con-
nected to jazz. Corea’s long piano solo, some of which certainly sounds improvised, is closer 
in style to classical music than anywhere else in the suite, and it is followed by a cello solo 
and then cello and viola as Burton plays soft, shimmering chords around them. Yet the suite’s 
finale is swinging and inventive, again reminiscent of Focus in the string writing, albeit with 
much more space here for the soloists without the string quartet behind them. What’s interest-
ing is the way in which Corea and Burton’s counterpoint is mirrored in the string writing, all 
of it set above a vigorous rhythmic base with yet another backbeat “kick” to it. This is an out-
standing piece of music that has yet to be fully appreciated for its value. 

 
Paul Schoenfield’s Café Music 
Paul Schoenfield (1947 - ), a former concert pianist turned composer, is famed for his 

works combining classical structure with popular and folk music, turned out a gem in 1986 
with his three-movement Café Music for piano trio. As one can hear from listening to the mu-
sic, much of its appeal comes from the unambiguous and catchy melodic lines written over a 
rhythmic base that sounds in the first movement like a looser, more swinging form of ragtime. 
But make no mistake, although it has been performed and recorded by numerous trios, if you 
don’t have at least a little feeling for rhythm the music fails to make the right impression. That 
being said, Schoenfield was very clever to make it easy enough to “swing” so that the trio 
doesn’t have to sound like they need Joe Venuti on violin and Earl Hines on piano, and there 
is more than enough real development within each movement to please the classical snobs. In 
short, he created here a perfect fusion of jazz and classical, simplistic enough in the catchy 
melodies but more than complex enough within its framework to please both the heart and the 
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mind simultaneously. The non-classical listener need not fret over not being able to “follow” 
the classically-structured variants as they appear, because within a very short time they al-
ways go back to the principal melody and make everything sound “normal” and attractive, 
while the classical listener who is annoyed by the pop-ragtime tune can just take a powder and 
leave the rest of us alone to enjoy it. In the second movement, Schoenfield writes a musical 
poem with the same kind of dragged blues feel as Alexandre Tansman’s Blues (see Chapter 
VI), and the violin portamento adds to both the music’s charm and its slight bluesy feel. The 
cello melody at the three-minute mark also has, to my ears, a quintessentially American, Cop-
land-like feel to it, one of the most exquisite tunes composed by an American in the past half-
century. In the last movement, Schoenfield writes a tune that sounds bit too jittery and nerv-
ous to be jazz-like, yet even here there are jazz touches, some of the snippets here and there 
resembling the tune from the first movement except in overdrive. As it progresses, the music 
almost sounds like the score for a silent movie car chase, yet once again he keeps our interest 
up with his witty yet cogent structure. Thirty years on from its composition, Café Music is an 
American classic and rightly so, yet it also seems like a one-off—the single most popular 
work this fine composer has ever written. 

 
Jacques Loussier’s first Violin Concerto 
Considering his love of both classical music and jazz, it was perhaps a little surprising 

that Jacques Loussier did not compose his first concerto until 1987-88, some 30 years after his 
Play Bach trio made him world famous, and that this concerto was written for the violin and 
not the piano. Perhaps he felt that three decades of playing classically-inspired jazz was more 
than enough for his own instrument. Nevertheless, the work is one of the finest of its type, 
written in completely classical form and yet constantly forcing jazz rhythms into both the or-
chestral and solo parts. As in the case with so many such works—and we will examine some 
others, later, that break the mold—nothing is truly improvised for the simple reason that the 
majority of classically-trained musicians don’t know how to do it; or, if they do, they don’t 
always do so in a logical or consistent manner as the trained jazz musician can. I once heard a 
recording of C.P.E. Bach’s Cello Concertos played by a young man who decided to create his 
own modern-sounding cadenzas. The cadenzas were really quite startlingly brilliant, but they 
were of a style from 200 years in the future. As far-looking as C.P.E. Bach’s concertos and 
symphonies are, you simply cannot play a cadenza in them that is that far ahead harmonically 
or stylistically. The same principle applies to a concerto like this one. 

It is almost startling, when hearing the music, to realize how brilliantly Loussier 
wedged jazz into the concerto. In the only performance of it I’ve heard, played by violinist 
Adam Kostecki and percussionist Piotr Iwicki with the Polish Philharmonic Orchestra, there 
is still some residual stiffness here and there. As fine a violinist as he is, Kostecki is not Sté-
phane Grappelli or Joe Venuti in terms of getting the jazz rhythms exactly right, but the main 
thing is that he tries. So too does the orchestra’s string section, with surprisingly good results, 
and percussionist Iwicki brings exactly the right touch to his part because he also happens to 
be a jazz drummer. Loussier builds his themes and development in an almost-but-not-quite 
Mozartian style, the “almost” having to do with not only the more strongly syncopated 
rhythms but the way in which the harmonic changes and resolution is tied to the rhythms. 
Unlike Mozart, Loussier understands the value (in jazz terms) of hesitation and prefiguring, 
and uses both techniques within the framework of a classical concerto to slightly disorient the 
inattentive listener. The second movement begins with soft string tremolos (another feature 
Mozart didn’t consider) before opening up into a romantic tune that almost sounds like French 
popular music of the 1950s. Here the jazz element is negligible; lyricism is the overriding 
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feeling and structure. To a certain extent, however, this is the weakest movement of the con-
certo, the one that simply does not match the brilliance of the other three movements. 

The third movement, titled “Buenos Aires Tango,” also borrows from popular music, 
albeit music of a Latin nature, and here the rhythms are syncopated but not specifically jazzy. 
This is not necessarily a defect, however, as rhythmic variety is thus achieved here without 
moving again out of classical structure. Indeed, Loussier has written here a melody that does 
indeed develop “properly” without sounding too formal in the process. One of the more inter-
esting aspects of this movement is the clever way Loussier writes for the body of strings: he 
almost uses the cellos a basses the way the bass operated in his trio, with the upper strings 
playing a rhythmic figure that almost sounds like a piano comping. The last movement, titled 
“Tokyo,” starts ominously with edgy string tremolos but eventually picks up a surprisingly 
funky jazz beat, somewhat tango-oriented in feel but in this case much closer to Latin jazz 
(though why he chose a Latin beat for a movement titled “Tokyo” is anyone’s guess). In time, 
however, the percussion is playing fast backbeats like mad, the music doubles in tempo and 
everything starts churning like a jazz band riding a riff into the sunset—except that, again, 
Loussier has written some fascinating and complex variations, and here violinist Kostecki 
gives us his best impression of a jazz violinist. The percussion also explodes in this section 
before we suddenly return to the Latin-like beat. 

Despite the structural weakness of the second movement, this is certainly a concerto 
that could become a standard repertoire piece if violinists were so inclined to play it. Finding 
the right groove for both soloist and orchestra could in fact be easier depending on the jazz 
proclivities or experience of the musicians involved. 

 
Turtle Island String Quartet 
Among the jazz greats I was lucky enough to see in person, Duke Ellington, Miles 

Davis and the Turtle Island String Quartet rank highest in my estimation. It was no small 
achievement for a group of classically-trained string players to come together, essentially re-
write the book on string technique, develop a jazz-oriented style that worked both in solo and 
ensemble, and then—most startling of all—be able to market themselves in such a way that 
they were able to play in clubs like rock acts. Of course, to do so meant that they had to in-
corporate a certain amount of rock pieces into their repertoire, and they did; but they were at a 
minimum and certainly never intruded on or detracted from their overriding artistic goals. The 
first time I heard them, on National Public Radio, playing their arrangement of Dizzy Gilles-
pie’s A Night in Tunisia, and heard them simulate the sound of a drummer’s brushes on the 
backbeat, I was hooked. This quartet didn’t just play jazz numbers classically as the Kronos 
Quartet did; they knew how to swing, how to improvise, and how to fold their improvisations 
into well-constructed set pieces that sound as fresh today as they did in the late 1980s. 

The idea for the quartet, and the majority of their book, comes from violinist David 
Balakrishnan. A native Los Angelesan, Balakrishnan was born in 1954 and performed as a 
violinist—or, more often, in its American settings as a “fiddler”—in a bewildering array of 
styles from country and western to folk, jazz, and rock. In the late 1970s he pursued a Bache-
lor of Arts in violin performance and composition at UCLA, then in the early ‘80s received a 
master’s degree in composition at Antioch College West. In addition to accepting commis-
sions for his arrangements and original compositions, he also wrote a thesis titled Transcend-
ing Style in which he stated that there was no string quartet currently in existence that could 
play much of what he wrote. This, he said, was not due to lack of technique but to the large 
amount of cross-stylistic integration that was necessary to performing them properly. He was 
very fortunate to find a like-minded violinist in Darol Anger, who had already played an 
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eclectic mixture of music with the David Grisman Quartet, and even moreso a cellist in the 
person of Mark Summer. One of Balakrishman’s improvisation students at the time was Lau-
rie Moore, who was the group’s first violist. With this lineup they began performing in and 
around the San Francisco Bay area, ironically without a regular name. 

Eventually Darol Anger came across poet Gary Snyder’s book, Turtle Island, which 
was supposedly the original name for San Francisco, so that became their name. The last 
piece of the puzzle was the addition of violist Irene Sazer, a graduate of the Peabody Conser-
vatory who had played with the Baltimore Symphony. After moving to the San Francisco Bay 
area in 1986 to join the Oakland Symphony, she began moonlighting as a country swing vio-
linist. When Moore had to leave the group because their extensive touring schedule interfered 
with her other activities, Sazer became their permanent violist. 

I have detailed the quartet’s creation in some detail because I believe that the Turtle Is-
land String Quartet is the best, most swinging, and most inventive such group ever created. 
They have since had several personnel changes but have never abandoned their initial ideals 
or lost their ability to both swing and be consistently creative. Much of what we will hear 
form the outset comes from their initial album, which was a revelation to so many people 
around the world. Among the most innovative techniques was their perfection of the “chop,” 
which simulated the sound of (light) drumming in a band that had no percussion. Darol Anger 
described this technique in an article for Strings magazine: 

 
1.  Straighten your bow-hand thumb. This is the only time it should ever be straight. 
2.  Keep your bow very close to the string.  
3.  Holding the bow, use a slight waving hand motion as if you were slapping a table 

top (but keeping your hand close to the table) or clapping your hands as if your left hand were 
already resting (palm up) on your knee. 

4.  The chop should occur near the frog. 
5. Once your chop makes contact with the string, the chop should also include a slight 

downward slide away from your body. For violinists and violists the bow will slide slightly 
toward the fingerboard. For cellists, the bow will slide slightly toward the bridge. 

6.  The down-bow chop should “stick” to the string (because the weight of your hand 
is now digging into the string) and make an additional little sound when you let it up on the 
upbow.5 

 
With these techniques mastered, Turtle Island took the musical world by storm. Their 

first album included their jazz string versions of Oliver Nelson’s Stolen Moments, Miles 
Davis’ Milestones, Bud Powell’s Tempus Fugit and Dizzy Gillespie’s A Night in Tunisia. It is 
the latter piece that we shall investigate first, and it is a model example of the quartet’s style 
in microcosm. An out-of-tempo and out-of-tonality introduction misleads the ear into thinking 
that this is going to be a lyrical treatment of the tune, but Summers’ cello sets up a fast-bowed 
rhythm and the group is off and swinging, somewhat mildly at first and then more aggres-
sively after the famous break (rescored and slightly reharmonized), and it is the viola who is 
first up, playing almost impossible figures. The rhythmic “chops” come in at the two-minute 
mark, then a violin solo with tremendous bluegrass swagger about it. (Some of this playing 
resembles a now-neglected pioneer in the eclectic Lee O’Daniel’s Hillbilly Band of the 1930s, 
Carroll Hubbard, who took the leaner, more cosmopolitan sound of Joe Venuti’s jazz style 
                                                
5 James Reel, “Darol Anger Divulges His Modern Chop Technique,” Strings, no. 119 (May 2004),  
http://www.allthingsstrings.com/Technique/VIOLIN/Darol-Anger-Divulges-His-Modern-Chop-Technique 
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and applied it to what was then termed—and not in a demeaning fashion—“hillbilly” music.) 
Yet the most fascinating part of this performance occurs after a pause at 4:27, when they slow 
the tempo down and play contrasting out-of-tempo fantasias against each other. If one were to 
start the recording at this point, without hearing any of the previous sections, one would have 
the impression of a string quartet playing “outside” jazz…that is, until they suddenly increase 
the tempo and play a snippet of Gillespie’s tune as a ride-out. 

From here we turn to Balakrishnan’s String Quartet No. 1, subtitled Balapadem. This 
was surely one of those seminal works that he wrote back at a time when he still could not 
find adequate musicians to play it, as it contains an eclectic mixture of styles reflected in the 
titles of each movement: Eurasian Hoedown, eó, Variations on “My Father’s Footsteps” and 
Hindu Toes. The first movement alone crosses two completely different aesthetic approaches, 
that of the Far East and that of the Appalachian Mountains, within a classical framework. At 
times (such as the “break” at 1:45) the music also approaches the style of American Indian 
music, following which we hear a slow section which eventually evolves into a country swing 
fest. As noted above in the allusion to Carroll Hubbard, country swing with its use of fiddles 
and electric steel guitars is a genre that really doesn’t fit into this survey, since those bands 
almost never did anything that could be conceivably be allied to classical form or approach, 
but Turtle Island’s usage of this vernacular is part of their charm and their uniqueness. The 
remaining movements are its equal in exploring musical crevices hitherto unexplored by any 
other string quartet, American or foreign, and always with that jazz undercurrent and use of 
improvisation even in the tightest structure. The last movement, Hindu Toes, employs the 
“chop” for rhythmic pulse as well as jazz canon writing in a fascinating structure. 

One of the more interesting things about Decline of an American String Quartet is that 
they were simply a series of improvisations that the quartet recorded but were never issued on 
LP. They were, however, issued on the CD version, where they were grouped together (possi-
bly as much on a whim as planned) and given tongue-in-cheek titles like Recline, Decline, 
Geosyncline, No lyin’, Benign and Schizoid. As one listens to each in turn, using motifs of 
varied styles to improvise on, one is aware of just how good this quartet was: how loose and 
relaxed, despite the highly virtuosic level they all had to play at, so that the ideas could flow 
unimpeded as they moved from piece to piece. Moreover, one is amazed at how well these 
four musicians could think together, to the point where they could create moods as they cre-
ated the music itself. Improvised or not—and I doubt that some of these passages, for instance 
the complex polyphony in Decline, were improvised into being—the overriding feeling is of 
four virtuosos connected by a common bond for exploration moving in musical directions 
hitherto undreamt-of. To a certain extent, then, the Turtle Island Quartet represents a sort of 
pinnacle in the art of jazz-classical synthesis, the kind of pinnacle that was, perhaps, dreamt of 
by Paul Whiteman, Alec Wilder, Eddie Sauter, Stan Kenton and John Lewis, among others, 
but rarely brought to the kind of fruition that we experience here. And there were only four of 
them at a time to create this wonderful music. 

And four at a time was all they could get—and they were lucky to find replacements 
when key members left. Sazer was the first; she was so much in demand as a violist who 
could play virtually anything that she left to pursue a solo career in 1989. Luckily, they were 
able to find an able replacement in Katrina Wreede, and with her in the group they had some 
of their greatest successes. One of the few pieces in their repertoire written by Summer was 
Gettysburg, an outstanding piece fusing country fiddle style (played on the cello) with both 
standard string quartet writing (the slow theme used in the opening) and jazz-country playing. 
Turtle Island is unique among groups I know of in their ability to fuse jazz and country styles. 
Even the excellent Cajun fiddler Michael Doucet, in his band BeauSoleil, doesn’t quite man-
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age to combine these two disparate styles quite as well as do Turtle Island, and I am a huge 
BeauSoleil fan (I even saw them in person, and they were great). Indeed, Gettysburg is so 
tightly structured that the few improvised passages fit like pieces in a jigsaw puzzle. 

Among their largest and most ambitious projects was Spider Dreams, written in 1988. 
This was a piece that actually required five strings, thus bassist Edgar Meyer was recruited for 
the recording session, with the now-Turtle Island Quintet multiple tracking themselves. Was 
this a legitimate musical device? One could argue both for and against this. As mentioned ear-
lier, jazz musicians had been multiple-tracking themselves since Sidney Bechet’s “one-man 
band” back in 1941, and both Lennie Tristano and Bill Evans had made some astonishing re-
cordings using this technique. Moreover, the quartet members knew that they could probably 
never find and train 20 extra string players to match them in both jazz feeling and the unor-
thodox techniques that they used, therefore I consider their solution artistically valid. It’s only 
a shame that there still aren’t entire string orchestras that can play the way Turtle Island can 
play, because Spider Dreams is a work that deserves to be heard in concert as well as on re-
cord. The piece was conceived when Balakrishnan’s daughter would come into her parents’ 
bedroom at night and tell him of her nightmares, then fall asleep with them. The music re-
flects this nightmare world, in part by constantly modulating in minor keys and using “dark” 
chord positions. As is often the case with his compositions, there are constant small reminders 
within each piece of Middle Eastern and bluegrass music as well as jazz. It should also be 
pointed out that the musicians of the Turtle Island Quartet do not stick to the conventional 
lineup of two violins, viola and cello, but rather intersperse baritone violins which are tuned 
an octave lower than standard violins. In an online article, Darol Anger explains how their 
revival came about: Balakrishnan offered him “an old factory-made German or Czech Mag-
gini copy which had belonged to his uncle. This instrument was slightly oversize, and had the 
characteristic Maggini style double purfling, a thick body, mediocre workmanship, and a bad 
tone, which made it the perfect experiment. When the instrument was strung up with the low 
strings, the clangorous brassy sound was transformed to a clear, penetrating, fascinatingly 
furry simulacrum of a baritone saxophone. Obviously this instrument could not compete with 
a good violin or viola in carrying power in a good-size hall, but for microphone-aided or close 
chamber work it possesses an unmistakable, kaleidoscopic and attention-getting sound which 
has improved over the last twenty years and proved extremely useful to me as an alternate 
voice.”6 

The first movement of Spider Dreams acts almost as a hoedown-styled overture, 
whereas the second, Texas Tarantella, uses much pizzicato to underscore Balakrishnan’s 
country-styled fiddling in the foreground, later switching to held chords with some inner 
movement in the harmony. The added bass grunts and groans through a solo of lugubrious 
humor while the other strings create an alternative score around him (much like the strings in 
Focus around Stan Getz) before we suddenly break out into a combination of country fiddling 
with a 4/4 jazz beat. In this passage, Balakrishnan’s playing resembles that of Venuti at times. 
Harmonicade, the most complex and classical of the work’s seven movements, is built around 
a string drone with Balakrishnan playing solo above them, then the other strings set up a 
swirling mélange of sound which recedes to a whisper as the members of the quintet enter one 
by one, playing against each other. The multiple tracking allows Turtle Island to set up a rich 
tapestry of sound within which voices can be moved around (and sometimes crossed) with 
impunity. This movement is also notable for its unusual stop-start progression, even though 

                                                
6 Anger, Darol: “Another Voice: The Baritone Violin,” originally published in Strings, September/October 1992 
(http://www.standingstones.com/barifidd.html) 
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the various sections of it manage to pull themselves together. In the liner notes for the album, 
Balakrishnan explains that he used an Indian mode as the basis for this movement, but consis-
tently modified it with classical and jazz structure. Vassar Goes to Harvard starts, the notes 
say, where Harmonicade left off, “evolving into a symphonic bluegrass funk groove.” Classi-
cally structured? Yes, but definitely designed to irritate the classical snob crowd. They would 
much prefer the next movement, Waterfall With Blenders, Balakrishnan’s send-up of the 
“new age” style of music…except that it has much more inner movement and rhythm, and is 
thus far more interesting. Another Indian mode, the Marwa raga, is the basis for Marwa in the 
Pines (With You), alternating the major and minor third—and as usual for this group, tossing 
in a hoedown rhythm as flavoring. Balakrishnan also used the “chop” to good effect here. The 
last movement, titled The Bovnik, reworks material from Waterfall, Spider Dreams and Har-
monicade in a brief but spirited finale. 

 
Willem Breuker and his Kollektief 
Willem Breuker (1944-2010) was one of the most innovative, reactionary, creative, 

static, humorous, serious, and wide-ranging musicians the Netherlands has ever produced. Es-
sentially a jazz saxophonist and composer, he initially worked in a conventional jazz trio dur-
ing the late 1960s, but in 1974 he founded his “Kollektief,” nominally a 10-piece group 
(though the actual number of musicians per concert ranged from nine to 12, with even more 
added when he used strings) that played a broad range of music. This included not only older 
classical pieces, the works of Kurt Weill and Reginald Foresythe (both of whom were idols of 
Breuker), but also jazz pieces based on or using a wide range of folk dances from around 
Europe such as the polka, verbunkos, tango and even Yiddish klezmer. In addition, the Breu-
ker band’s use of both musical and visual humor could be confusing or disconcerting to audi-
ences unfamiliar with them. In one 1989 concert in which Breuker included jazz-based per-
formances of George Gershwin’s Cuban Overture, Rachmaninov’s Prelude in C-Sharp Mi-
nor, Satie’s Parade and “Solvejg’s Song” from Grieg’s Peer Gynt Suite, Breuker used over-
head projections of his band members in comical Viking garb running around doing silly 
things as an introduction to each piece, and in a 1990 set in Hamburg, while playing a series 
of quotations on his soprano sax from the William Tell Overture and Besame Mucho, band 
members brought trumpeter Andy Altenfelder mugs of beer to drink while he was waiting for 
Breuker to finish his solo.  

The band’s frequent clowning, both visually and musically, often misled critics into 
thinking that the Kollektief was a comedy band like Spike Jones’ City Slickers, but Breuker, 
who came from a working class family, never wanted to lose touch with audiences of that 
class, and if that meant including obvious humor in his music and presentations, so be it. By 
doing so, he got them to appreciate not only the original music in which the dance rhythms 
were incorporated, but also the classical works that they would otherwise have never sat 
through. These included not only the Haydn Trumpet Concerto or Gershwin’s Cuban Over-
ture and An American in Paris, but even the Concertino No. 5 in f minor by the obscure 18th-
century Dutch composer Unico Wilhelm, Count van Wassenaer (1692-1766).  

Beneath the surface of this strange concoction, however, lay the heart of a deeply seri-
ous musician who actually loved the music he performed and wanted his audiences to love it, 
too. His omnivorous musical appetite led him to create a style, both in his own solos and in 
the Kollektief’s arrangements and compositions, that ultimately reflected the entire range of 
European and American music as he heard it. In the group’s early years, they played a great 
many extended compositions by pianist Leo Cuypers, with whom he also played as a duo in 
the years just before the formation of the larger group, but after Cuypers left and was replaced 
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by Henk de Jonge the burden of new composition fell on his shoulders, and he was more than 
willing to meet the challenge. Among his many fascinating compositions were Tango Supe-
rior, Sur l’Autoroute, Deining, Prokof, Amsterdamned Jazz, Thirst, Annabelle, Train Near 
New York and the amazing Bob’s Gallery, a 20-minute-plus piece that pretty much included 
every style and influence that Breuker had in his arsenal. He also wrote a “jazzical” piece 
dedicated to Dutch oboist Han de Vries and a work commissioned and titled For Yo-Yo Ma, 
but perhaps his most ambitious and certainly his longest work was the two-hour theatrical 
production with music, De Vuyle Wasch (1980), from which he recorded the overture and 
“marcia funebre” the following year.  

One of the most fascinating aspects of the Breuker Kollektief was its orchestration 
and, allied with this, its mode of presentation. Although the group used an almost traditional 
big band lineup of brass (two trumpets, one or two trombones, one of which also played tuba), 
reeds (usually four but sometimes three or five) and rhythm section (piano, bass, drums), the 
never performed sitting down (excepting the pianist and drummer, of course), but, rather, 
lined up in a row across the stage. From the audience perspective, Breuker stood all the way 
to the left (far right on stage) followed by the other saxes, then the trumpets, then trombones. 
This aural perspective, in addition to Breuker’s unorthodox arranging style, gave the band a 
sound similar to Phil Spector’s “wall of sound” in rock music. The result of this was that one 
heard the entire lineup of horns as one solid sound rather than the traditional brass-versus-
reeds voicing of most jazz bands. Because of this, the reed sound tended to dominate the en-
semble so that they gave one the impression of being an all-reed band with one or two brass 
instruments for flavoring. Even more interestingly, when the band performed with strings 
(more often than not the Mondriaan Strings), they, too tended to blend into the saxophone en-
semble. It was a most unusual sound and in its own way as unique as Glenn Miller’s reed 
blend or the Claude Thornhill-Gil Evans mixture of soft, low brass with reeds.  

Another unique aspect of the Kollektief’s performances was their method of combin-
ing three or four different pieces into an unbroken, continuous performance lasting close to a 
half-hour. They seemed to adopt this method fairly early in their history (at least by the mid-
1980s) and continued to do so right up until their last concert on December 28, 2009. This 
gave Breuker’s music an unusual sense of unity where, originally, none was intended, but it 
also brought into sharp focus the underlying structure of each piece and its relationship to 
those that preceded and followed each one. This was possible because so much of Breuker’s 
music was influenced by the same sources, European dance or folk music and Kurt Weill. In-
deed, his love of Weill ran so deeply that in 1997 he and Carrie de Swaan created a 12-part, 
48-hour radio documentary, Componist Kurt Weill. Breuker’s juxtapositions of the stiffish 
ragtime rhythms of Weill with his own wildly swinging themes—occasionally interlaced with 
quotations from popular or classical music—thus became something of a trademark for the 
band. One of the more imaginative and exhilarating such medleys occurred in 1981 when the 
band played his compositions Sur l’Autoroute, Tango Superior, Interruptie, Deining, Kudeta, 
Prokof and Invasie Muziek Bob + Babe in one continuous stretch, the last-named of these in-
cluding a quote from Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries. 

We will return to Breuker in the next chapter, but for the time being we should hear 
his two recorded excerpts from De Vuyle Wasch, the overture with its odd mixture of jazz, 
klezmer and Kurt Weill-like themes and the Marcia funebre with its highly unusual, almost 
minimalistic use of a repeated rhythmic motif at the beginning with the quirky melody in A 
minor, which grows and develops as the tempo shifts, including a double-time, almost avant-
garde bass clarinet solo by Breuker. Breuker oftimes irked his audiences with sudden gear-
shifts from a hot bop or klezmer-jazz solo into “outside” playing in the manner of Eric Dol-
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phy (another one of his musical heroes, evident in his solo playing if not in his composing 
style), but he never veered from his loyalty to Dolphy’s solo aesthetic. From here we turn to 
Verbunkos, a work that in my view has as much in common with klezmer as it does with that 
peculiarly Hungarian folk dance, although Breuker has shifted the rhythm around so confus-
ingly, using 3 ½ beats per bar and redistributing the rhythm within each bar that one might 
twist a leg or turn an ankle trying to dance to it. Yet the Kollektief enthusiastically embraces 
its odd, lyrical melody, generally in C minor with chromatic shifts upward and down again, 
with great ease. A drum solo divides the piece into two equal halves, the second one being in 
a more standard 4/4 with an entirely different but complementary theme. After a rather crazy-
sounding piano solo, the tempo doubles up for the finale. 

Their performance of Gershwin’s Cuban Overture captures fully the jazz feeling that 
most symphonic performances sorely lack, in part due to the more saxophone-oriented orches-
tration (much like Grofé’s original orchestration, for Whiteman, of his Grand Canyon Suite). 
In Rachmaninov’s Prelude in c-sharp minor, the original flavor of the original is maintained 
despite the looser rhythm with which it is inflected—or the comical images projected on the 
backdrop behind the band while they were playing it. 

Yet in many ways, it is Bob’s Gallery that sums up the full measure of the Kollektief’s 
style during this period. Breuker’s great feeling for musical drama and contrast played a tre-
mendous part in the creation of this work, from its ominous, almost dark-sounding opening 
(sort of like Duke Ellington’s East St. Louis Toddle-O played backwards), with its staccato 
brass and cymbal crashes interrupting the flow of the saxes’ themes, shifting into other melo-
dies that complement and build upon it. Trumpet flourishes reminiscent of heralds announcing 
the King, off-rhythm variants of parade drums, and any number of unusual and unexpected 
metric shifts (yet frequently with the feeling of a Kurt Weill composition just beneath the sur-
face) characterize the music. Dramatic, repeated staccato notes hammered out by the saxes, 
then by saxes and brass, suddenly ceases as Breuker plays a lyrical passage on alto sax that 
eventually incorporates octave leaps upward into squeaks, then faster-paced, “outside” play-
ing with squawks and buzzes on the instrument before the band suddenly falls in behind him 
with a swinging, propulsive 4/4 beat. Eventually the rhythm tightens up (dropping a half-beat 
per bar, then a beat), Breuker squeals on his sax, and exits. Yet the band keeps on, now incor-
porating whole notes played by the reeds with the staccato rhythm of the brass, and then the 
music swings in a relaxed fashion before coming to a dead stop, then doubling in tempo for a 
variant on the theme. The rhythm continually shifts and morphs; a startlingly dramatic trum-
pet solo then ensues, its effect redoubled by de Jonge playing in a wild, almost Cecil Taylor-
like vein. After another stop and a drum break, another trumpet solo, this one sparser and with 
a lot of space between the notes, somewhat like Miles Davis but with a few upward rips like 
Roy Eldridge, and the rhythm diffused and difficult to follow, almost like a Mingus piece. 
The piano once again kicks up the tempo and the drums fall in, then the trumpeter, rather re-
luctantly at first as the piece builds in momentum.  

But there are more surprises to come in the final five minutes of the piece, not the least 
of which is a sudden shift into a 1920s stomp rhythm (although played with far greater swing 
than the majority of the dead-head “trad” bands we have around today)—interrupted, as usual 
for Breuker, with uptempo polka or klezmer-type breaks, the first one tonal but the second 
one riding descending chromatics into strange harmonic realms. Breuker comes flying in with 
a squealing, almost painful-sounding solo, fluttering above the band and then by himself 
without a net. The trumpets re-enter, trying to bring the jolly ‘20s theme back, but Breuker 
keeps on going, cutting them off not once but twice—before suddenly shifting gears and play-
ing Besame Mucho! The familiar Latin tune again turns into anguished squeals, the band plays 
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a choppy, anguished version of the ‘20s theme behind him, then Breuker seems to be having 
trouble playing descending scales. He complains of his own frustration with more squeals on 
the sax, a very uptempo theme ensues, then finally the ‘20s tune once again for the finale. It’s 
a typically quirky Breuker piece, imaginative and funny all at the same time. But is it jazz? 
Certainly it is; just a wholly different style of jazz from anything you’ve been used to.  

 
Charlie Haden’s Silence 
As a footnote to this group of musicians, one should listen to Silence by bassist Char-

lie Haden, one of the original members of the Ornette Coleman Quartet. Following his stint 
with Coleman, Haden worked with other avant-garde musicians like Archie Shepp, John 
Handy and Denny Zeitlin as well as older musicians who still had a forward-looking musical 
view such as Henry “Red” Allen and Pee Wee Russell. He then led the Liberation Music Or-
chestra, which played several charts by Carla Bley, before doing a complete musical about-
face and forming Quartet West in 1987. This group played lush, romantic arrangements of old 
tunes from the 1930s and ‘40s which they alternated in performance with noir-infused, bop-
oriented pieces. At the beginning of Quartet West’s inception, however, Haden found time to 
write and record a remarkable piece titled Silence with trumpeter Chet Baker, as famous for 
his drug addiction and multiple lovers as for the extreme beauty and sensitivity of his playing. 
It was the only original piece on the album, the others being reworkings of Charlie Parker’s 
Visa, George Shearing’s Conception and pieces by Thelonious Monk and Rodgers and Hart. 

One of the fascinating things about this piece is its almost elegiac quality, the slow-
moving piano chords at the outset reminiscent of Erik Satie, and the addition of Chet Baker on 
trumpet—just about a year before his death—was a masterstroke, using his lovely, haunting 
sound to create an instantaneous mood. The simplicity of the piece is disarming: slow piano 
chords act as the introduction, following which Baker enters with his horn, playing the same 
melody suggested by the piano while Haden’s bass underpins him with jazz counterpoint. 
Then Baker improvises on the melody, a typically exquisite musical construct by him, for two 
choruses. In a sense, this piece becomes his even though Haden is the composer; it seems tai-
lor made for him. Subtly, however, it becomes a dialogue between Baker and Enrico Pier-
anuzzi on piano, with Haden constantly yet subtly underscoring the ongoing dialogue. Even-
tually Pieranuzzi gets to solo, and his displacements of rhythm are fascinating.  

 
Mingus triumphant: Epitaph 
In 1989, one of the most amazing pieces written by one of jazz’s greatest giants was 

given its premiere. Epitaph, the huge, sprawling work that Mingus hoped would provide his 
last musical testament, was cobbled together from the various disheveled scores the composer 
left behind by Gunther Schuller and conducted by him with an all-star orchestra of jazzmen 
past and present. We have, of course, already discussed some of this music, which he pre-
sented at his ill-fated 1962 Town Hall concert (Epitaph, parts I and II, My Search, Peggy’s 
Blue Skylight and Duke’s Choice), but here we have four of the most imposing and classi-
cally-structured pieces from the finished two-hour score.  

The first of these combines a piece which Mingus titled Tired Blues (identified on the 
album contents as Self Portrait) with his early composition, The Chill of Death (see Chapter 
XI). Wah-wah brass, à la Ellington, begins the piece, followed immediately by an electric gui-
tar solo (played in a jazz-blues style, not a fusion style), then an incredible passage featuring a 
clarinet over bowed basses which creates an ominous feeling. Baritone saxophone and soft 
brasses comment around the clarinet as the other instruments enter and things change, but a 
more swinging 4/4 beat scarcely relieves the dark mood. Dissonance and an unsettled feeling 
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continue to permeate the work, even as flutes and clarinets play together and a solo trumpet 
darts in and out as the guitar comes and goes. The Chill of Death theme, heavily changed and 
rescored, eventually enters around the five-minute mark. There is much more improvisation 
here in spot solos than in the original, which was dominated by Mingus’ own narration. 
Churning brass and reed combinations lead into even darker territory, then—surprisingly—a 
solo bass emerges, around which the vibes and soft orchestra; chords interact before the vibes 
take over. An almost rambling piano part (improvised?) weaves itself in and out of the tex-
ture, which thins out once again to allow a solo trombone to be heard before the trumpets start 
screaming in agonized protest and we churn our way towards the finale. 

The next interesting portion of the suite is Ballad (In Other Words, I Am Three), writ-
ten (unusually for Mingus) in C minor. This one swings, albeit a little uneasily, from the out-
set, sounding much more bluesy and less ominous than the preceding piece, driven by surpris-
ingly aggressive (for him) drumming. At 2:18 in, the tempo relaxes to that of a ballad, but 
here we get some very close dissonances that upset the musical balance. Despite the minor 
feel of the music, at this point we are in one of Mingus’ home keys, D� major, but with the 
constant emphasis on the “blues third” or flatted third, it seems to vacillate between major and 
minor, with surprising modulations in between. The dissonances return after a growl trumpet 
solo as the music recapitulates earlier thematic material before moving on. The churning, 
ominous-sounding finale leaves one feeling drained. 

Yet even these two pieces scarcely prepare us for The Children’s Hour of Dream (Sue 
Mingus once told me she calls it “The Children’s Hour of Nightmare”). a churning bass line, 
over which an occasional flute is heard, gives way to a more aggressive bass line, this time 
with trumpets punctuating, as the saxes play a rather ominous melodic line. This is followed 
by the trombones, playing above a new rhythm; at the end of their theme statement, trumpets 
and timpani come in to punctuate the rhythm rather heavily, with free-rhythmed reed and pi-
ano interludes. Suddenly the piano begins playing a double-time running scalar passage, the 
trumpets (now muted) play above it, then the trombones, as all the while a snare drum rolls 
underneath. Oboe and clarinets are heard along with the soft brass (now with mutes out), then 
a bass break leading to a development of this material by various sections of the orchestra. 
There is a quasi-Latin feel to the rhythm, but it is unsettled and occasionally punctuated by a 
striking staccato trumpet passage. With material such as this, it’s small wonder that when Epi-
taph first appeared on disc it did not appeal to al listeners, even all Mingus listeners. Much of 
this music is highly developed and organized and, worst of all for jazz fans, lacks swing. It is 
much closer to concert music in feeling and mood, albeit concert music in jazz orchestration. 

Much later in the suite, just before the playing of Epitaph: Main score, Part 2, we hear 
another remarkable piece simply titled Interlude. This, too, has a dissonant, ominous feel to it, 
despite a regularly swinging beat underneath (and a nice bass break). Mingus’ use of disso-
nance, and more specifically his unorthodox method of scoring, always managed to make his 
bands sound larger than they really were, and in the case of Epitaph—which uses a larger or-
chestra anyway—he was able to expand his palette of colors significantly. Part of the fascina-
tion with his music is always the unexpected way instrumental choirs are assembled, split up, 
and regrouped, in addition to the way both melody and harmony are treated. In his own way, 
Mingus was as original and unique in his compositional style as Charles Ives. 

We close out this section and the music of Mingus with Pilobolus, another late piece 
which he wrote for the modern dance company that used a style of fluidity and morphing 
similar to that of Mummenschanz. Sue Mingus recalled the unusual way they slithered and 
moved around their apartment as the already mortally ill Mingus tried to capture their style in 
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equally fluid, mobile music. Although this piece was written separately, I always felt that it 
should be included with the Epitaph score for two reasons: 1) it is not really a very good 
stand-alone piece, and 2) it fits stylistically. Nevertheless, it has never been performed that 
way, and in fact the only recording of it I am aware of is the one by Jack Walrath, Mingus’ 
last trumpet star, with his own septet. Mirroring the nature of Pilobolus’ fluidity of movement, 
the music almost has no definite rhythm for long stretches of time, starting with out-of-tempo 
percussion and then progressing with a flute and clarinet playing the slithering melody over a 
bowed bass drone (with occasional plunger-muted interjections by Walrath). As the piece 
continues, the bass drone falls away but so does any semblance of recognizable rhythm or 
tempo. Much of the next section sounds like a free-form improvisation by the various instru-
ments, with a more standard melody played by the alto saxophone with the other reeds play-
ing oddly around it. The music evolves slowly and in bits and pieces, yet somehow it all 
makes perfect sense. A bit of “lounge bar piano” comes in, albeit lounge bar piano with un-
usual chording and more inventiveness, eventually leading into a re-forming of the initial 
themes into a quirky but more formally structured melodic line. This is a major work, in my 
view even more difficult to play well than the Epitaph pieces cited above. 

With the arrival of Breuker, the Turtle Island String Quartet, Loussier’s Violin Con-
certo and Mingus’ Epitaph, one would think that the academic classical world would finally 
sit up, take notice, and admit that jazz musicians had finally equaled them in creativity. But no 
such luck. On the contrary, the classical world still turned up its nose at this music. It didn’t 
sound classical enough to them. It wasn’t cogently written and closely argued over a sprawl-
ing 140-page score, agonized over for months or years until just the right notes and chords 
could be put in place. In short, it wasn’t formal enough for them. And so musicians had to just 
keep plugging right along. 


